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SGA Sen. John Zimmerman·is
worried that a clause in the Golden Rule could !>e used to kick students out of school
for crimes they
didn't commit.
Some student
members of the
Golden
Rule
Review Committee agreed in a
meeting Monday '
to change · the Aduloju
wording of the
offending clause.
The words "commissioned,"
"charged," "suspected of'' and
"convicted" were all discussed, but
the Golden Rule Review Committee didn't want to leave the Office
of Student Conduct's "hands tied,"
as committee Chairman Tyler Van
Voorhees said
"We wouldn't want [Student
Conduct] to have to wait for a
charge or· a conviction," Van
Voorhees said.
The rule was unanimously
changed to read "Violations which
shall be a felony or misdemeanor
as provided under local, state, or
federal law."
The language was changed to
sound softer, as some committee
members were worried that the
current reading of the rule could
be abused to kick students out of
school who were actually innocent
of the crime they were accused of.
The sentence, which is under
the Golden Rule's Rule 2: Student
Rights and Responsibilities, Section F: Rules of Conduct and Subsection 18: Commission of a Felony
or a Misdemeanor, is used as a
catch-all for student wrong-doings·
that are covered by Subsections 1
to 17 (which covers other conduct
violation$ such as gambling, hazing, larceny,· drug use and cheating).
.
Previously, the rule had read,
"Commission of an act, which is a
felony or misdemeanor as provided in local, state, or federal law."
Instead, Patricia Mackown, the
director of the Office of Student
Conduct explained that the rule .is
often used when another violation
can not be pinned on a student, but
they have done something clearly
illegal and detrimental· to the university or the university's safety.
"I appreciate the need for a
catch-all, but the wording is what I
have trouble with," Roary Snider
said "I would like to tack on something that says this cannot be
added on to another charge."
Snider and Olu Aduloju, the
judicial advisor for the SGA, both
expressed worry that the rule was
used to just add charges to a students' record.
"I can't think of a time when a
sanction has been upped because
of the addition of Rule 18," Mackown said. "It's not meant to be
tacked on. But I'm all up for sending up some new wording. If you
can find another way to say
'beyond the law' that rises to a misdemeanor or a felony..."
The committee decided not to
add that the rule couldn't be added
to other charges.
Aduloju and Zimmerman who is not a member of the committee and therefore doesn't have
a vote - also shared concern
about the rule's ability to punish a
student with unconstitutional
methods.
PLEASE SEE
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Those given blue tickets at Volunteer UCF's Hunger Banquet sat on the floor amidst newspapers and garbage and ate a single bowl of rice with their fingers to experience poverty.

MONICA PANAKOS
Senior Staff Writer

W

ithin just a few fe:t from where ~enior Ben Mahon _sit~ at
. a . fancy table; being. ~erved a five-course_meal, 1un1or
Paigae Yim sits on the hard fl6or amongst bits of torn newspaper

and cardboard boxes eating rice with
her fingers. Mahon's table is decorated
with cloth napkins and crystal wine
,glassesi Yrm doesn't have a table.
Actoss the room in another section,
students sit in rows of chairs eating
.beans and rice with forks from cheap
plastic bowls, sipping on lukewarm tea
and lemonade.
The Hunger Banquet, held Tuesday night, is not your typical fivecourse feast.
The show is a metaphor for how
food and resources are ·unevenly distributed around the world, said
Natasha Irizarry, the banquet's director and a member of Volunteer UCF.
Co-sponsored by VUCF and Oxfam
America, an international relief
agency providing long-term solutions

for poverty and hunger, the Hunger
Banquet is in its 11th year of alerting
students to the realities of poverty.
Many students left the banquet
changed forever, shocked by images
and speeches that inspired them to
become more involved in their com- ·
munity.
One of those students, sophomore
Amanda Johnson, said the strong emotions that the show evoked were a
"pleasant surprise." She added, "It puts ·
the fire under your butt to get
involved"
Students were required to donate
two cans of food to participate. They
did not know whether they,would be
part of the lower, middle or upper
PLEASE SEE
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Ben Mahon and laura Waltrip toast to their upper-class table.

Get overseas credit on Spring Break
•

1 ,

Study Abroad offers '
new programs in
Africa and Japan
BRIDGET RYAN
Contributing Writer

Thousands of miles from
UCF, in a picturesque European town, students sit in a
sidewalk cafe, sipping coffee
and deciding which country
they feel like visiting next.
This summer that student
could be you. The Office of
International Studies is hosting an open house to give students a fresh look into its
newly revised summer and
Spring Break programs.
The Study Abroad office
has revamped its current pro-

..

Abby Horsley took a European
vacation, which included staying
at a Polish resort.
Or so her bank statement says.
She never left the couµtry.
More than $500 was stolen
from the 21-year-old UCF student.
A victim of fraud, Horsley first
noticed strange activity on her
SunTrust charge account when
she checked it online. Her statement was covered in European
charges.
.
Horsely, who doesn't even own
a passport, claimed it is impossible for her to have made such
charges. Instinctively, she checked
her wallet for any stolen credit
cards.
Her cards were still there. The
only thing that had been stolen
. was her credit-card number.
According to MSNBC Ne~s.
nearly 2 million Americans have
had their checking accounts raided by criminals in the past year.
And while Horsley is still unsure
how someone was able to attain
her account information, the fact
remains that it happened.
"Phishing" is the latest form of
financial fraud, and it uses the
Internet to scam people out of
their money. Casting a net of
fraudulent e-mails, .phishers pose
as representatives for major fmancial institutions, such as Citigroup
and SunTrust.
Creating mockups of the company Web sites, phishers contact
customers of those companies and
request personal account ~orma
tion to "protect the customer from
bank fraud." Seeming legitimate,
the e-mails receive millions of
consumer responses.
These responses typically contain consumer PIN numbers,

.

is working to change that. ·
Formerly offering a hand. ful of summer programs, the ·
department is now' offering
dozens of.options. Stude~ts
can choose to spend their
Spring Break in Paris, attend
summer music festivals in
Ireland, immerse themselves
in South African sqcial work
or choose from a variety of
other programs.
International
Studies
showcased its efforts yesterday when it hosted a Study
Abroad fair in the Student
Union's Pegasus Ballroom.
While
sipping refreshments,
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
students learned about proHundreds of students learned how to travel the world at yesterday's Study Abroad Fair.
grams in places ranging from
grams and is offering new credit. International Studies Germany to Japan, browsed
summer and Spring Break hasn't previously offered a pictures on display, and chatprograms · to students who very extensive study-abroad
are eager to travel and earn program, but the department
PLEASE SEE LAST ON A9
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Women
studies,
art unite
LEAD Scholars group

showcases work of
local women artists
LIVIA JAKOBSSON
Contributing Writer

When LEAD Scholars Amber
Hand and Megan Murphy entered
their women's studies practicum this
fall they realized they Pa.cl a common
·
interest: art.
Hand, an art major, and Murphy,
an art connoisseur, decided to promote ¢.e importance offemale artists
as their project for"the semester.
In order to promote female artists,
they organjz.ed a gallery opening The Art of Women
· On Monday night, Hand and
Murphy displayed the work of nine
young female artists at Austin Coffee
and Film in Wmter Park
Hand and Murphy picked the cafe
for "its cozy atmosphere."
To strengthen the feeling of intimacy, Krystal Ely, of Never the Hero
PLEASESEE
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Around Campus

Redneck
comedian,
blue-collar
welcome

News and notices for
the UCF community

Art for sale
The UCF Potters Guild hosts
its annual Fall Sale and
Fundraiser from 9 am. to 5 p.m.
today in front of the Student
Union. Proceeds benefit students in pursuit of a bachelor's
degree in art or fine art at UCF.
For more information, call
Rick at 407-592-1657.
UCF's Career Services &
Experimental Learning Office
and the College of Education
are sponsoring an Education
Job Fair from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
today in the Education Complex Gymnasium.
Representatives from K-12
schools across the country will
be available to answer questions about education careers.
Contact the Career Services
&
Experimental Learning
Office at 4077823-2361 for more.

Singular sensation
UCF Conservatory Theatre
closes its fall semester with A
Chorus Line, a musical that tells
the stories of the unsung heroes .
of Broadway: chorus dancers.
The show runs today
through Dec. 5. Call the Box
Office at 407-823-1500 for tickets.

Express yourself
In celebration of International Education Week, students and faculty will showcase
their artwork, photography and
music from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the Cape Florida
Ballroom in the Student Union.
Contact Maria Morales at·
407-882-2312 form'Q,re. ·~

Stocking stuffers
Volunteer UCF needs students to help decorate aifd stuff·"'
stockings for fost~~ep: ~t
Great Oaks Village tomorrow. .
The group will meet in front
t"Of Millican Hall at 1:15 p.m. to
carpool. Interested students can
e-mail
Sophia
at
salhalOl@aol.com.

AKnight in Africa
The African Association of
UCF hosts its third annual Cultural Celebration from 7:30 p.ni.
to midnight tomorrow in the
Key West Ballroom in the Student Union.
The celebration includes
belly dancers from North
Africa. drummers from Kenya.
the African Association dance
troupe and free African cuisine.
Admission is free. E-mail
africanassociation_ucf@yahoo.
com for more.

Letuskllow
The Future wants to~· hear
'from you! If you"'have a clµb;
organization or event arid want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

•

Family,colleagues mourn
aid wor1<er believed slain in Iraq
BAGHDAD, Iraq - ' The
apparent slaying of CARE head
Margaret Hassan by her kidnappers deepened the chill among
aid agencies already fearful of
operating in Iraq.
Political leaders and relatives
expressed shock and anger over
the fate of Hassan, who was
renowned for her 30 years of
work in Iraq, distnbuting medicine, food and supplies to Iraqis
suffering under the sanctions of
thel990s.
·
British officials say they
believe Hassan was a blindfolded woman seen being shot in
the head by a hooded militant
on a video obtained but not
aired by the Arab television station Al-Jazeera.

Sears and Kmart merging to fonn
third-largest U.S. retailer
CIIlCAGO Discount
retailer Kmart Holdfug Corp. is
combining with one ofthe most
venerable names in U.S. retailing, Sears, Roebuck &. Co., in a
surprise $11 billion deal that will
create the nation's third lat:gest
retailer.
The company being created
bY the combination announced
yesterday would be known as
Sears Holdings Corp., but it was
clearly orchestrated by Kmart
chairman and Sears shareholder Edward Lampert, who will
lead a new board .t hat will be
dominated by Kmart directors.
It will continue to operate the
Kmart and Sears stores under
their current brand names.
Shares of both companies
surged on news of the deal.
Kmart climbed $15.80, or 16 percent, to $117.02 on the Nasdaq
Stock.Market while Sears shares
soared $9.70, or 21 percent, to
$54.90 on the New York Stock

ovo.

The crowd of more than
2,000 at the Arena heard
some new material ii\ Larry's
act, as well as his famous lines
"Clit-R-Done"and"Lord, I apologize-."
Blue Collar TV airs at 10
p.m.and 11:30 p.m. Mondays
on Comedy Central and 8 p.m.
Thursdays on the WB-Channel 18.

Sd-fi predictions

•

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

In his visit Sunday night
to the UCF Arena, comic Larry
the Cable Guy provided awelcome detour from the politically charged atmosphere on
campus during this election
year.
The
Sanford-based
standup artist - known for
his redneck-spoofing style as
seen on the Blue Collar Comedy Tour and Blue Collar TV,
which is broadcast on both
the WB and Comedy Central
- provided laughs that were
anything but politically correct.
Born on a pig farm in
Nebraska, Larry the Cable Guy
is the comedic persona of Dan
Whitney, who moved to Central Florida in the early '90s.
Larry was developed on a
Tampa radio show and quickly became a hit, soon earning
syndication in Orlando. He can
now be heard offering
comedic commentary on stations throughout the country.
As a member of the Blue Collar Comedy Tour headlined by
Jeff Foxworthy, his success has
grown to celebrity status with
Blue Collar Comedy Tour: The
Movie and Blue Collar Comedy
Tour Rides Again, aTV special
to be released next month on

Want to be a teacher?

Ben Bova, a six-time winner
of the Hugo Award, former editor of Analog and author of
more than 100 works of science ·
fiction, will deliver a lecture,
"Predicting the Future through
Science Fiction: Frankenstein
Refuted'; as part of the Library's
Frankenstein exhibit from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. today in the Live
Oak Room.
Contact Cheryl Mahan at
407-823-5308 for more.

Nation & World
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Police Beat

Intoxicated man denied dip 'i n the pool
AMBER F~STER

.;~

over and talk to him.
• _
StaffW~!t
,~,
-~ Ruggles again said he
1:u~ was there for an AA
~auI Ruggles was just Y'f!f(!f/)/J. ·:'I' meeting.
trying to cool 9ff when he · {/ff(!i??f
When
Brannon
was arrested at Pegasus
·1V.~:.
asked the sogpy suspect
Landing's pool on Oct. 30,
for identification, Ruggles
charged with trespassing and handed the officer a trespassdisorderly intoxication.
ing warrant he received that
The 48-year-old homeless day from Officer Robert
man arrived at the apartment Slavik. Ruggles was transportcommunity around 10:30 p.m. ed to the Orange County
and informed Pegasus Landing Booking Facility.
'·
employ~e Robert Boyle that he
had been sober for 22 years.
. No means no
Ruggles said he was there to
UCF student Jonathan Amiattend an Alcoholics Anony- hud was charged with criminal
mous meeting. Boyle, who mischief (which costs between
later tole\ police that the man $200 and $1,000) after he was
was visibly drunk, informed spurned by a fellow resident.
him that there was no meeting
He knew the victim from
scheduled and that he must high school, and asked her out
leave if he was not a guest of a a few weeks ago. She did not
resident.
respond to his request or have
According to the police any contact with him after
repo.rt, Ru&J~les then said he that.
W~JUSt there to use the pool.
According to · the police
UCF Officer James Bran- report, Amihud and ·two
non arrived and walked out to friends visited her Pegasus
the pool ar.ek, ana·t:a sked the Landing apartment Oct. 20 to
dripping-wet
. '
. m~~to come ask if her ex-boyfriend was
i ,.

&,if

there. The woman said ~e
Ca~i~bolt saw an ashtr~y
was ~~d ofA.mili;U:d.'$ Be~y~ an . .'m.~rijuana inside Amiior and ' tfueat's' to steal her ,. huds.apartment, and charged
Ford Musfang's"rims.
him with possession of drug
She closed the door and paraphernalia.
watched from her bedroom
Amihud was transported to
window as Amihud allegedly the Orange County Booking
slit her tires.
Facility.
Two friends at the victim's
apartment, gave statements in Be nice to your roommates
agreement with her statement.
Joshua Patterson was
The police report states arrested for possession of
that Amihud later called her a cannabis under 20 grams and
"bi h" and a "slut," and said he possession of drug parapherwould steal hundreds of dol- nalia after his roommate called
lars from her and that her the UCF police.
friend was going to die.
The roommate, who was
When Officers Adam Case- . not identified, let Officer
bolt and Amir Paymayesh James Brannon fu.to the apartwent to Amihud's apartment, . ment. When Brannon asked
he told them he had been Patterson what was going on
watching baseball at a friend's in his smoke-filled room, Patterson allegedly said it was
house.
Amihud said he went to the pretty obvious what was going
victim's apartment, but left on.
Patterson then showed the
because ·she was arguing with
someone. He also said he went officer his · bag of marijuana
alone, and denied calling lier. and a glass pipe.
until Casebolt asked if AmiHe was released on his own
hud's number would ·appear recognizance and served a
notice to appear.
on phone records.

WASHINGTON - The
nation's Roman Catholic bishops voted Wednesday to join a
new alliance that would be the
broadest Christian group ever
formed in the United States,
linking American evangelicals
and Catholics in an ecumenical
organization for the first time.
The alliance, called Christian
Churches Together in the
U.S.A., is set to kick off next year.
It would also include mainline
Protestants, Orthodox Christians, and black and other
minority churches. Though
with about 67 million U.S. members, the Catholic Church
would be the largest denomination
It ·is considered a biblical
imperative for Christians to find
ways to build unity among their
different denominations. Pope
John Paul II has made such
efforts a priority of his pontificate.

(entraf 'foriba 'uture
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968

WASHINGTON - President Bush on Wednesday
named White House domestic
policy· adviser
Margaret
Spellings to be the nation's
eighth education secretary.
Bush promoted Spellings to
the Cabinet-level job ofoverseePLEASE SEE
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 66 MONTHSI
see sales person for details.

2004 NEW
BEETLE GL

2004 GOLF GL
p/Windows, p/Locks, nit~ Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

BUY S239
)

TURBO DIESELS
· AVAILABLE
0% financing for 66 months. WA.C., tax, tag and fees down.
· See Salesperson for details.
PER MONTH

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise, Cass,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
and Much More!
BUY ~R

~258

\

0% financing for 66 months. WA.C., tax, tag and fees down.
See Salesperson for details.
·

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

2004 JETTA GL

2004 All New GTI .

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

~

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE
0% financing for 66 months. WA.C., tax, tag and fees down.
·
See Salesperson for details.
·
PER MONTH

BUY S2aa

PER MONTH

·

BIG SElECTIONI

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

,

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5·Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAILABLE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

2004 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005 ALL NEW ·
PASSAT GLS
Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!

LEASE FOR

ucN't'n~T~x passaT waaoNs
$279 FOR
48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEBEi

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

GoToplessl
30 To Choose From
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thnJ VWC. Expires 11 /30/04
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~FIRST TIME
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Two men charged in murder
of Philadelphia student, arson.
PHILADELPHIA
Police have charged two
men with murdering a college student and then setting her Philadelphia home
on fire in an attempt to conceal the killing.
Thomas Strobe, 25, and
Simeon Bozic, 26, of
Philadelphia were charged
with murder, robbery,
arson and weapons offenses Tuesday after a night of
questioning by police.
Detectives said the suspects were acquaintanc~s
of the victim, Asia Adams, a
student at West Chester
University. Adams' beaten
body was found Nov. 8 after .
the fire in her Philadelphia
home.
Police. Capt. Richard
Ross declined to detail how
the men knew Adams, but
said they "used that relationship to exploit her in
the ultimate way."

Georgia colleges aim to .
double number of teachers
ATLANTA - Georgia
will need more than 14,000
new teachers by the end of
the decade to prevent a
serious teacher shortage,
and more state colleges
should step up to help produce them, university system policy-makers were
told Tuesday.
Georgia colleges also
need to do a better job producing minority teachers,
according to a presentation
given to the state Board of
Regents, which runs Gear- ,
gia's 34 public colleges and
universities. Only 15 of
those schools produce
teachers.
The main problems are
that too few teachers come
out of Georgia colleges, and
that too many teachers
leave because of poor
working conditions.
· In fiscal year 2003 Georgia hired 12,507 new teachers. Less than a quarter of
those new teachers - 3,025
- came from Georgia's
public colleges. The rest
were from other states or
returning teachers.

Kansas to require meningitis
vaccine of 4,800 students
TOPEKA, Kan. - Starting next year, more than
4,800 students who live in
group housing at the University of Kansas must be
vaccinated against meningitis or sign a waiver, university officials said Tuesday.
.
The new policy taking
effect Aug. 1 will apply to
students living in dormitories, smaller scholarship
halls or the Jayhawker Towers, a university-operated •
apartment complex.
Those students will
have to receive a vaccination from university health
services, show they have
been vaccinated off-campus or sign a waiver saying
they've been · informed
about the disease and
chose not to be vaccinated.
Students who do not comply could be barred from
enrolling the following
semester.

Ex-wife of slain professor
denied bail on murder charge
RICHMOND, Va. The former wife of a slain
University of Richmond
professor was denied bail
Tuesday on a charge of
first-degree murder.
Piper A. Rountree,
accused of fatally shooting
Frederic Jablin in the driveway of his Henrico County
home, also had a Feb. 22
trial date scheduled.
In denying bail, Henrico
County Circuit Judge L.A:
Harris rejected a defense
request to set unspecified
high bail and conditions.
Conimonwealth's Attorney Wade A. Kizer opposed
bail, citing the seriou~ness
of the crime and the police
aliegation that Rountree
flew here in disguise from
her home in Texas to commit it.
Rountree, 44, of Kingwood, Texas, is accused of
shooting Jablin, 52, as the
couple's three children
were asleep inside the suburban home. They were not
harmed.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

ASSOCIATED PRESS

High-ranking Russia·n military officials look into an opened silo of a Russian intercontinental
ballistic missile in Russia in this 2001 photo. Russia is working on new nudear missile systems.
FROM

A2

ing the· Education Department
and enforcing the nation's sweeping school reform law. Ifshe's confirmed by the Senate, Spellings
would replace departing secretary Rod Paige.

.

Spellings worked for six years
as Bush's education adviser in
Texas, pushing policies on early
reading and student accountability. Those policies became the
model for the federal No Child
Left Behind law that Spellings
helped put together from the
White House after Bush's election
in2000.

comity to fultez:
· The outlook is for a more
secure Bush, spared Secretary of
State Colin Powell's steady stream
of reminders about the impact
that a unilateral and aggressive
foreign policy might have on
friends and foes around the world

Putin S¥ Russia developing

new nudear m~le systems

MOSCOW
President
Vladimir Putin said Wednesday
that Russia is developing a new
form of nuclear missile unlike
those held by other c6untries,
news agencies reported.
'Speaking at a meeting of the
Armed Forces' leadership, Putin
Republicans choose Elizabeth Dole to reportedly said that Russia is
head 2006 Senate campaigns ·
researching and successfully testWASHINGTON ~ Senate ing new nuclear missile systems.
Republicans yesterday narrowly
Putin reportedly said: "Interchose North Carolina Sen. Eliza- national terrorism is one of the
beth Dole to lead their campaign major threats for Russia We
understand as soon as we ignore
operations for 2006.
. The race for chairing -the\ such components of our defense
National Republican Senatorial as a nuclear and missile shield,
Committee pit Dole, a familiar other threats may occw:"
face who is married to former
Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas, against Panel won't show di>cuments on oilSen. Norm Coleman of Minneso- _
for-food program com.1ption
ta, an energetic politician who
NEW YORK - The indedefeated former Vice President pendent panel investigating
Walter Mondale in 2002. Both are alleged corruption in the multibilfirst term-senators.
lion-dollar UN. oil-for-food proDole, 68, won the job after get- gram in Iraq told the Senate it
ting 28 votes to 27 votes for Cole- won't hand over any documents
man in a caucus of GOP senators until its own investigative reports
and senators-elect
are.issued starting in January.
Former Federal Reserve
Ties could put State Department as
Chairman Paul Volcker, who
center in U5. foreign policy
heads the inquiry, also said he
WASHINGTON Con- opposes allowing UN. staff or
doleezza Rice has been both pro- contractors to testify before contege and mentor to President gressional committees, arguing
Bush in his first four years in the that this could risk their cooperaWhite House. So he is bound to tion with his investigation.
· feel comfortable with the former
In the current highly chat:ged
Stanford University provost :run- atmosphere, he said, the panel
ning the State Department
wants to avoid the release of
They chat easily and inter- ''potentially misleading and
changeably, without a hint of incomplete information that
divergence, about perceived could impair the ongoing investithreats to U.S. national security. gation.'' ·
There is no reason to expect that
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

Week in Science
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

Project focuses on sequencing
influenza genome
The National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases
has launched a project that will
help researchers understand
how flu viruses evolve,' spread
and'cause disease.
According to_its leaders, the
study has the potential to minimize the impact of annual flu
outbreaks and to improve scientific knowledge of the emergence of pandemic flu viruses.
Flu viruses undergo continual genetic changes that enable
them to evade the body's
immune response. Scientists
anticipate the new project will
be used to recognize patterns
of genetic changes and illuminate important questions such
as how avian influenza viruses
. adapt to infect humans.
Despite annual vaccination
programs, more than 200,000
people are hospitalized in the ,
United States because of
influenza. About 36,000 die·
annually of influenza-related
complications.
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now available for teens and more complex treatment!

candy reduced in cocaine
abusers.

Enzyme in sperm spawns
hope for male contraceptives

•

A team of researchers has
determined that an enzyme in
sperm is necessary for sperm
movement.
Mice bred to lack this
enzyme produced sperm that
could not swim toward eggs to
fertilize them. Researchers
believe that designing a drug to
disable the enzyme might provide the basis for an effective
new form of male contraceptive.
The study may also shed
light on treatment for some
forms of male infertility,
Enzymes are chemical compounds that assist, and often
make possible, a·chemical reaction.

.,
•

•

Alternative energy source hits the
farms: The power of cow manure

Manure-powered generators, which turn cow waste into
methane gas in 20 days to fuel
daily operations of a dairy, are
slowly infiltrating American
farms.
According to its inventors,
the generator "is an extension
of a cow's digestive system,"
which will serve as a source of
Study pinpoints effect
renewable energy .and help
of cocaine abuse on brain
reduce air and ground polluNew research shows that tion.
chronic cocaine abuse is directThe technology heats the
ly related to dysfunction in cow manure, releasing up to
. areas of the brain involved in 87,000 cubic feet of biogas daily
higher thought and decision- to fuel a turbine to generate 145
maki.ilg.
kilowatts of electricity. The
The study was done by remaining solid waste is used
scanning and comparing the as fertilizer.
brain activity of 15 cocaine
Of the nation's 92,000 d~
abusers and 15 healthy individ- farms, only a dozen have
uals. The comparison showed methane digesters. The dairy
that the activity of regions of digesters are expected to serve
the brain that are involved with as an example to expand biogas
high levels of reasoning and systems to other dairies in the
decision-making were signifi- nation.
~
)
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Ceramics student Keith Berryhill examines a pottery piece during the UCF Potters Guild sale in front ofthe Student Union yesterday.
The sale continues today. The UCF Potters Guild has a bi-annual pottery sale to raise money for the dub and year-round projects.

'Women are fighting history'
FROM Al

)

The youngest artist, Karen
McCarthy, wanted her work,
(the house band for Jimmy Buf- "Space Mission," to show that
fett's Margaritaville in Myrtle "you don't need expensive art
Beach, S.C.) sang throughout the supplies to make art, just a piece
ofpaper, a pencil and good imagnight
Hand, who displayed her own ination."
Ilana Feinblum. with her two
work, thinks female artists often
need to be pushed in the right acrylic paintings, said she hoped
to explain "her inner pain and
direction.
· "They have to have confi- sorrow with chaotic robotic
dence and believe in them- stuff."
Maya Borenstein displayed
selves," she said
The artists displayed were several photos and a torso made
between 16 and 21, and about half out of plaster, one of her favorite
materials.
of them were art majors.
She said she does not think
Ellicia Zitsman, a business.
major with a minor in art, dis- women are inferior to men in art,
played her paintings for the first but added that women might be
time. ''I hope to do a lot more, and intimidated to display their work.
''Women need to be less
I wish more events like this one
scared. It is intimidating when all
would be available," she said
She chose not to major in art the pieces are amazing like at this
because she wants to open an art event, but getting good feedback
gallery in the future. A business is nice," Borenstein said
Charlie Moss, who is majormajor would help with that, she
ing in cinema studies, came with
said
·The nine artists used different friends to look at the art. Moss
media, and there was no general said art needs more women, and
that ''women are fighting histotheme among the work.

ry:• .
This opinion was shared by
both artists and hostesses.
"We first learn about male
artists [in class], even though
there ~ so many great female
artists," Hand said Some of the
most famous female painters
include Georgia O'Keeffe,
Artemesia and Mary Cassatt.
In the surveys Hand and Murphy conducted, they found that
students at UCF don't think art is
important in our culture.
Many do not even know tlfl.t
UCF has an art gallery.
Murphy thinks the Art
Gallery should "let the student
population know they exist"
Both Murphy and Hand
agreed their night at Austin Coffee and Film was successful, but
their work with the Art of
Women isn't over.
In the future, Hand said,
women will ''take over, because
we have more emotion to show."
UCF's Art Gallery is located
in the VLSUal Arts building and it
is free for all students and faculty.
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Forensics student Celina Rivera displays a self-made sign while'sitting in the lower-class section during Tuesday's Hunger Banquet. Rivera had
plenty of spare time, since she had only rice to eat, and had to wait for the upper-class section to finish its five-course filet mignon dinner.

Blue is the color of poverty
in VUCF's food experiment
FROM A1

class for the night until they
stepped through the Pegasus
Ballroom's doors and were
handed a color-coded ticket at
random.
The blue (lower class), pink
(middle class) and yellow
(upper class) tickets determined the eating and seating
arrangements for each student
for the night. They were dis·bursed to match the distribution of wealth and food in the
world: Fifty-five percent were
sent to the lower-clliss section,
30 percent were· sent to the
middle-class section and 15
percent were sent to the
upper-class section. That 15
percent consumes 70 percent
of the . world's resources,
Irizarry said
When Yim, an advertising
and public relations major, was
handed a yellow ticket and
learned it would land her a seat
at the posh upper-class table,
she quickly traded with someone from the lower class. "How
can you eat a five-course meal
while others are watching? It
doesn't seem right," she said
Johnson, a psychology
major, ate in the upper-class
section and said she felt bad for
those who ate only rice and
water. ''I felt really selfish and
secluded," she said
Speakers at the event
included Myrim Irizarry, the
director's mother, who grew
up in poverty in New York
City's ghettos, Lorri Higet of
the Coalition for the Homeless,
and Kelly Caruso of the Ripple
Effect homeless program.
Homeless Volunteers in
Action member Pastor Brian
Nichols also spoke and per:..
formed a skit with several
other homeless volunteers.
Myrim
Irizarry
lived
through poverty when she was
a child. However, she overcame her obstacles and went
on to become a well-respected
attorney in Florida ''No matter
how little you have, you should
give back to the poor people
around you," she said
Natasha Irizarry's main goal.
is to change students' precon.ceptions about poverty. She
has been an advocate for
homeless people ever since her
mother brought home an 82year-old homeless woman to
stay with them temporarily.
"I want to humanize the
homeless more than anything
else," Irizarry said "I see God
when I look at people like that.
I see good when I look at
homeless p eople.
"I want [the banquet] to be a
wake-up call. Not only do I
want to educate [the students],
I want them to feel it on an

·want to h~lp?
At 7:15 a.m. Saturday,Volunteer UCF
will meet in front ofMillican Hall.
Members will be carpooling down.town to pass out sandwiches to the
· homeless with the Ripple Effect,ahomeless organization. Every Saturday, Volunteer UCF meets downtown. Students will
return by 9:30 a.m.,said Natasha Irizarry,
the Hunger Banquet directot.

Organizations that need help:
The Ripple Effect
rippleeffect@mindspring.com
407-415-4383
http://rippleeffectinfo.org
Society of St.Andrew
http://www.endhunger.org
Habitat for Humanity
407-648-4567
http://www.habitat.org
Coalition for the Homeless
407-872-5784
http://www.nationalhomeless.org
Salvation Anny
407-423-8581
http://www.salvationarmy.org

emotional level. Even if• they
never do anything about hunger
and homelessness, at least
they'll know the truth."
Currently, 1.2 billion people
suffer from poverty- 31 million
of those in America, and 2 million in Florida
Mahon, a microbiology premed major, thinks that figure is
much too high.
"It's our government's fault.
You can tell the quality of a civilization by its level of homeless-

Enroll at Troy U,n iversity's
Orlando .Campus to earn your
MSCP, ¥£0, MSM. MSHRM or MPA.
• ·Gradaate. degrees on-site
fhrougp. convenient night and
weekend classes

ness," he said, quoting writer
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Yim agreed, saying that the
fight against homelessness is
never-ending. "There's always
more to be done. When there's
not one person left on the street,
that's when it's done."
Mahon was homeless for
eight months during his senior
year of high school He slept in a
van and showered at his friends'
houses. Most of the time he was
hungry. However, unlike many
homeless people, Mahon said
he never lost hope. He' understood that he was in a transition
period. ''When you lose hope,
that's the biggest deal," he said.
Pastor Nichols is one of7,000
homeless living in Orlando. He's
a member of Homeless Volunteers in Action, a group comprised of homeless people seeking· . support
from
the
community and hoping for
change.
Nichols, who became an
ordained pastor last Valentine's
Day, recently began his own
church, the First Vagabonds
Church of God, in the downtown area However, the police
forced the church members to
leave when they tried to hold a
service in a park. ''You lose your
First Amendment rights when
you're homeless,'' Nichols said.
D espite his setbacks, he
remains ever hopeful.
"True property isn't what
you do or don't have - it's
what's in your heart," Nichols
said. "If you don't have family
and love, then you are just as
homeless as someone on the
streets. Ifyou have that love and
connections and relationships,
then you are just as rich as
someone sitting on top of the
world."
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illegally obtained evidence
is OK at conduct hearings
FROM

Al

''We are not constrained by
the constitutional restraints,"
Van Voorhees said. "UCF Student Government can use illegally seized evidence," against a
student at a Student Conduct
hearing:• he said.
"We're not a judicial system," Aduloju said. "Even if the
rule ~ used .individually, it can
be used to circumvent the
courts."
Mackowndescribed the rule
as a way to establish UCF as a
institution that instilled responsibility in students. She said that
all student conduct departments across the ·state have a
similar provision. "We have
standards on the campus,'~
Mackown said. ''You did have
that beer, you were underage,
you are responsible."
Aduloju's problem with the
illegally collected evidence was
that most of it was obtained by
the police. ''It works by the legal
system reporting it to you,"
Aduloju said.
"No, · anyone can file a
report,'' Mackown corrected.
She added that it would be
·impractical to make different
rules for different types of illegal searches. What if a student
was looking through a roommates drawer and found drugs?
That evidence should be admissible, she argued.
''I don't like that consideration - [Student Conduct is]
not a court of law, you can't say
[students are] guilty. You're
using a lower standard of truth,"
Aduloju said.
"Guilt is a legal construct, it's
totally different," Van Voorhees
said. He added that student
consent to the procedures by
attending the university.
Aduloju said that by agreeing to these rules, students were
signing away their right to privacy.
"Are you signing away your
rights? Yeah, you are,'' Mackown said. "Just like when you
sign a lease on campus, you sign
away certain rights to live .
there:·
Van Voorhees explained his
reasoning behind the lower
standard ofproof ''We can take
away your education, but the
state is taking away your freedom, so they have a higher burden of proof."
Maggie Gonzalez, a representative from Greek Affairs,
agreed. "It's a privilege to attend
school, not a right," she said,
"The same way your drivers'
license is a privilege."
Aduloju didn't buy the reasoning, ''We can't ~ake away students' drivers' licenses."
Mackown gave an example
of why the university had to be
able to use evidence that the
state couldn't She said that dur-

ing the "biggest drug bust on
campus," the officer forgot to
read rights to a student with 40
pounds of cocaine. The student

"I don't care if
they are
acquitted. It's
not a punitive
system within
the legal
realm. I
encourage
students in the
·legal realm to
take advantage
of their rights
to retain their
freedom, but
here, they don't
have that
luxury."
- PATRICIA MACKOWN
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT CONDUCT

was acquitted, but it was obvious he was guilty of violating
campus and federal policy.
She siun:med up her argument: "I don't care if they are
acquitted. It's not a punitive system within the legal realm. I
encourage students in the legal
realm to take advantage of their
rights to retain their freedom,
but here they don't have that

luxury."
Zimmerman
disagreed.
After the meeting, he said,
"Even those accused of crimes
or have committed them have
rights, and UCF can't just take
them away."
Aduloju said, "I realize the
university holds students to a
higher standard, but I still think
it's unfair."
Zimmerman added: "The
logic that they're using is they
want to hold students to a higher set of standards. But [Student
Conduct is] not held at a higher
set of standards. The evidence
can meet a lower set of standards."
When asked if any students
had been found innocent in a
·court of law after Student Con-

duct had found the person
guilty, MackoWii replied, "I
don't know." but she added, "If
they didn't commit it, there is
no sanction."
According to the Office of
Student Conduct, there were 10
expulsions and 42 suspensions
last year, out of about 1,200
cases brought before th~ Office
of Student Conduct.
Van Voorhees suggested just
deleting the whole subsection,
but mackown insisted that a
catch-all was needed. He asked
if there has ever been an
instance of a student being tried
for just violating that rule.
Dana Juntenen, the assistant
dire.ctor for the Office of Student Conduct, brought up one
instance in which a student had
a blue light in his car - which
could be used to impersonate a
police officer. Though the light
was legal in the student's native
state of Georgia, it is illegal in
Florida
"I don't know why the university has to deal with that
issue," Zimmerman said. "The
university police ·should deal
with that."
He would have preferred the
whole clause just be deleted.
"That meeting outlined what is
wrong with the Golden Rule as
a whole," he said later. "There
are a lot of constitutional violations in the Golden Rule."
Nevertheless, the subtle
change in wording passed
unanimously. They will be sent
to Tom Huddleston, UCF's vice
president for Student Develop- ,
ment and Enrollment Services,
as
recommendations for
changes will not be in effect
until approved by him.
Zimmerman said that he
hopes that the issue Will come
up again. ''.Anything in the Golden Rule can be changed ... if the
public outcry is great enough."
He called for "a compromise
that favors student rights."
The next meeting of the
Golden Rule committee is Nov.
29, in the Student Union. The
committee will discuss changes
to the Golden Rules' Hazing
guidelines, especially discuss
the issue of intent to participate
and consent of the individual.
Gonzalez said the main idea
shollld be to judge possibly hazing violations. on "what harm
could have transpired."
Van Voorhees said that the
rule is too broad. The committee joked that under current
rules, which constitute hazing
partly as, "any other · activity •
which could adversely affect
the mental health or dignity of
the individual," could be construed to mean a . student
embarrassed by a teacher.
"Hazing rules are the only
rules that take away an individual's right of doing something
stupid," Van Voorhees said.
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Last year 17 students won
scholarships to fund trips

)

FROM Al

ted with former study-abroad
students who answered the
would-be globetrotters' questions.
Junior Josh Taylor majors in
Spanish and has spent the past
few summers in Spairi. He
views his experience as lifechanging. "Going abroad really
changes how you view America and questions the way we do
things here," he said. "We've
been taught to do things a certain way, and when you learn
someone else's culture, you
realize their way isn't wrong
and sometimes it's actually better."

_)

Program Director Lauren is a 10-day excursion to Italy
Johnson urges students to that concentrates on Italian·art
check out the programs, and and architecture.
adds that you don't just have to
Assistant Program Director
be a language student or give Maureen Waked knows that
up your summer to travel. ''We financing the trip is a concern .
really have something for of students, but urges them to
everyone. Besides our summer explore their options. "Last
programs, we now offer tours year, just in our office alone, 17
and intensive programs that students received scholarships
to ·go abroad, and there are
range from a week to 10 days."
Johnson highlighted a many more resources where
Spring Break program for stu- · students can seek aide."
For more information on
dents enrolled in an online
Criminal Justice class. "The the programs, visit the Internaclass will meet in the Barbados tional Studies Web site at
during Spring Break for a field http://www.international.ucf.e
study that includes lectures at du or stop·by the International
the University of West Indies." Studies office in Room 395 of
Another tour-type prqgram the Research Pavilion.

ATM receipts a source for fraud
FROM Al

account numbers and/or
online passwords to personal
accounts. Gartner, a market
research group, estimates that
the scam has tricked more
than a million consumers into
disclosing such information in
the past year.
"It's the bank robbery ofthe
new age," SlihTrust spokeswoman Susie Findell said.
Findell said many financial
institutions have e:Xperienced
, a phishing scam. Som·e con1
sumers holding eBay accounts
have received similar e-mails
requesting personal account
) . information.
While it's difficult to pinpoint a specific person or
group responsible, Findell said
the scam is most likely based
in Asia and that it poses an
international threat. These emails have been reported in
1
·
Great Britain, as well as other
European countries.
Although phishing isn't the
only way to get taken advan-

tage of. In fact, Horsley never fraud is if the e-mail has a
responded to such e-mails, sense of urgency, requesting
and she still got ripped off. the information immediately.
According to Findell, there are Additionally, some of the eplenty of other ,ways to mails may have grammatical
beco.me a victim. For instance, errors or incorrect punctuathere have been reports of tion. This is usually the result
local restaurant servers selling ·of translating the e-mail to
the credit-card numbers of English from a foreign lantheir patrons. ATM receipts guage.
are another source of potenEven though bank fraud is
being heavily publicized, it
tial bank fraud.
Fortunately for consumers, still happens frequently. In
many financial institutions are these cases, the victini usually
aware of such scams. Sun- will have to file a case with his
Trust has set up a security sec- or her financial institution.
tion on its Web site to educate The only way to receive comconsumers on the issues. The pensation is if an investigation
bottom li:pe is that no legiti- , can prove that it is indeed a
mate financial institution will case of fraud.
ever request information that
"SunTrust has been really
it already has. This includes great about filing my case and
account/PIN numbers and compensating me for what
security passwords. If a bank - happened," Horsley said.
does need this information for
MSNBC News reported
some reason, it will never that in most cases, the conrequest it over the phone or sumer eventually receives
via e-mail. If such information financial restitution. Even so,
i~ being requested this way, it's
many banks and financial
most likely a scam.
institutions advise consumers
Another telltale sign· of to beware of "phishy" e-mails.
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Preparing you for a future in m~i:li~h~e .~
•

•
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If you're interested in a future in

succeed. You gain a broad knowledge of

Call 305.,899-3123 today or visifus on

medicine consider Barry University's

anatomy, but you also gain ·valuable

the web at www.barry.edu/anatomy.

Master of Science in Anatomy program.

experience conducting original research

Get started on a career in medicine.

Whether you want to strengthen your

in a medical school environment. And

application to medical or dental school or

with full scholarships and a fully paid ,

build a career in .research or academia,

assistan tship in your .second year we

• Barry's anatomy program can help you

UNIVERSITY

make it even easier to reach your goal.

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11 300 N E Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
3-05-899-3 123, or 800-756-6000, ext. 3123
mweiner@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu/ anatomy

:

where you belong
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NCAA TOURNAMENT • UCF VS. FIU

THE GRUDGE
Consecutive losses to
Florida International
University by the
UCF men's soccer
team

Seasons since the
men's soccer team
last defeated FIU

•
All-time wins
against FIU by the
men's soccer team

•

All-time losses
against FIU by the
. men's soccer team

<•

Briefs
NFL Pro Bowl quarterback and the
most prolific passer
in UCF history,
,, Daunte Cu~pepper
currently leads all
NFL players in Pro
Bowl ballots with
325,383.Culpepper
is the top-ranked
quarterback in the
NFC through 10
weeks with 2,712
passing yards and 25
touchdowns. The
Minnesota Vikings
quarterback has only
thrown five inter· ceptions this year.

I
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BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Sophomore Alejandro Gessens and the UCF men's soccer team hope to knock FIU out of the NCAA Tournament the same way the Golden Panthers have knocked the Knights out the past two .years. FIU also defeated UCF 3--0 on Nov. 7 this season.
Men's soccer heads
to Miamitomorrow
to face FIU in the
first round of the
. NCAA Tournament
.. . Volleyball hosts
the Atlantic Sun
tournament at the
UCF Arena this
weekend. The
Knights face
Jacksonville at 11
a.m. tomorrow ...
Men's'basketball tips
off the 2004-05 sea' sonat the Top ofthe
World Classic tonight
in Alaska . ..
Women's basketball
kicks off its season
tomorrow night at
UNLV.

"Ithink the game
was originally
scheduled as an
ESPN2 game when I
first got here. Other
than that, Idon't
know why you
would playon a
Tuesday night."
- GEORGEO'LEARY
ON TUESDAY'S
FOOTBALL
·SEASON FINALE

Imran·and Co. want to end string of bad luck against FIU
that included a number of future
homeofFIU.
Staff Writer
The Knights haven't been able · professional players. That season,
to defeat the Panthers since the
in a huge upset, UCF went tp FIU
turn of the millenni'ilm, their last
and beat the best team in the counFor the third consecutive year,
win coming in 1999. And to make , try.
UCF will face its biggest non-conmatters worse, the Panthers have
"Our team this year is better
ference rival, Florida International
defeated the Knights in their last
then that '97 team,'' UCF Coach
Univers~ty, in the first round of
Bob Winch said. "I'd really like to
five meetings, outscoring UCF by
play for the NCAA College Cup.
see these players beat FIU."
Recently it hasn't been much of . a 14-5 margin, including a 3-0 FIU
victory two weeks ago.
In order foi: the Knights to do
a rivalry though, as the Golden
Even with all the bad memories
that, they will have to play ~ more
Panthers, ranked 23rd in the counfor the Knights, they know that
focused brand· defense than they
try, have beat up on the Knights,
they have the talent to compete
did earlier in the season against the
knocking UCF out of the NCAA
with FIU, and it starts with a good
Panthers.
Tournament in ea$=h of the last two
"We have to defend," Winch
memory froin seven years .ago.
years.
ln 1997 FIU was the No. 1 team
This year's game is scheduled
PLEASESEE FIRST ON A12
in the country; it boasted a lineup
for 7 p.m. tomorrow in Miami, the
ANDY VASQUEZ

- MEN'SSOCCER
COACH BOB WINCH
ON TOMORROW'S
NCAA TOURNAMENT
REMATCH

1

AT AGLANCE I FIU matchup
YOUNG GUNS Of the 24 players on the UCF men'ssoccer roster, only four
are seniors. Freshman Phillip Michael Hall started in everygame thisyear.

NOTHING BUT NET Ryan Mcintosh was named A-Sun "Defensive Player of
the Year" but has yet to record avictory against the Golden Panthers.
TURNING THE TABLES UCF last defeated Fl.Uin 1999.Sincethenthe
Panthers have defeated the Knights three times by acon:ibined 8-1 score.

ONE-GOAL WONDERS Since Oct.21 the Knights have only played in two
games decided by more than agoal - a5-0 rout of Lipscomb and a3-0 loss to FIU.

Volleyball read;y for A-Sun title defense
After an up-and-down final season of Atlantic
Sun play, the Knights. try for fourth-straight title
.

MATT DUNAWAY
"I'd reallylike to see
these players beat
FIU." .

c

Senior Staff Writer

After startirig Atlantic Sun Conference
play at 5-0, the Knights (8-14, 5-5 A-Sun)
find themselves in an unfamiliar spot,
backing into the conference tournament as
losers of five straight in league play.
J\_cting Coach Sam Ojie feels the tournament is a chance for new life for his volleyball squad.
"The girls seem to have a renewed
enthusiasm for the weekend," Ojie said.
"It's not how you start the race, but it's how
you finish. If we can put together everything we got in this tournament, then every
pain we've got through will all be history."
. The Knights face Jacksonville, a team to
which UCF lost a few weeks ago, in the

opening round at 11 a.m. tomorrow at UCF
Ojie feels that recent meeting is an
advantage.
"From experience I have learned that
it's very hard to beat a team twice," Ojie
said. ''.We lost because we didn't play well,
not because they outplayed us. Once we
can take care of our own side, we will defiantly turn the tables around."
And revenge is on the mihds of UCF.
"Revenge is good in this case," Ojie said.
"If there any point in our lives where
reveng~ is good, this is it. We have to force
them to beat us. Not us beat ourselves."
Midd~e blockers Amanda Stoutjesdyk
and Chaz Arah have been the consistent
thing all season with a 0.265 ~ 0.238 attack

Ar~na.

PLEASE SEEJARVIS ON A13

The UCF volleyball
team looks to
defend its threeconsecutive Atlantic
Sun Conference
championships
Friday as this year's
A-Sun tournament
kicks off at the UCF
Arena. The Knights
will have their
hands full, though,
as they are a No. 5
seed.

•
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Speraw's team tips off in Alaska
Men's hoops travel
to play in the BP Top
of the World Classic
JEFF SHARON
StaffWriter

The UCF men's basketball
team hopes to look down on
Creation this weekend as it
travels 4,080 miles to Fairbanks, Alaska, to play in the BP
Top of the World Cl~sic. Seven
other clubs will make the trip
to Alaska's third-largest city
and the home of the Division II
University of Alaska-Fairbanks
Nanooks to face off against one
another in the tournament,
which lasts from today to Sunday.·
After leaving the relatively
warm, hospitable Central Florida climate, the defending
Atlantic Sun Conference
Champion UCF Knights open
. • tonight against the hometown
Nanooks at the Patty Center. A
tough tournament field await!l the boys in black.
Let's break it down ...

Alaska-Fairbanks

1

)

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior point guard Gary Johnson has stepped up as the leader of this year's men's team.

2003: 23-7; second in Great
Northwest Athletic Conference.
UAF came within a few sec' onds of heading to the NCAA
·~ D-II Elite Eight in 2004, and the
Nanooks begin their new campaign in the annual preseason
tournament that they have
hosted sirice 1996. It has an 8-16
record in the Classic, and actually won the tournament in
' 2002, defeating Weber State in
the final (last year, it finished
fifth). Long-time Nanook assistant and former player Frank
Ostanik takes over as the coach
for Al Sokaitis; and will coach
his first game in the Classic.
The Nanooks were anything
but frigid from beyond the arc a
season ago, hitting 34.7 percent
from downtown, and outscoring their opponents by almost
10 points per game.
Player to watch: Brad Oleson. UAF's long-distance attack
begins and ends with last year's

Great Northwest Athletic Conference "Player of the Year,"
who led the team in scoring
(22.9 ppg) and rebounding (5.8
rpg). .

second in assists a year ago.

Utah State

2003: 25-4; lost in Big West
Conference semifinals.
One of two teains nickGeorgia Southern
named the Aggies in this tour, 2003: 21-8; lost in Southern nament, Utah State was the one
Conference s·emifinals.
upset by Cal State Northridge
Coach Jeff Price's Eagles fell in the Big West tournament last
to Chattanooga in the Southern · year. And despite still being
Conference Tournament last ranked 21st in the nation, the
year after posting the best Aggies were snubbed by the
record in the conference's NCAA Tournament. This
South Division during the regu- year's squad starts the regular
lar season. 2004-05 is a season ranked No. 6 in Colredemption year for GSU, legeinsider.com's ¥id Major
which was tabbed second in Top 25 and has an enormous
the division in preseason chip on its shoulder. Five senpolling despite losing three iors return from a team that
starters. Defense is the staple shot 40 percent from beyond
for the Eagles, who foFCed .139 the arc and lost just twice in the
more turnovers than they com- regular season.
Player to watch: Nate Harmitted last season.
Player to watch: Elton Nes- ris. The 6-foot-7-inch junior is
bitt. The Deerfield Beach prod- the team's top returning scorer
uct returns after leading the and shot blocker, and shot an
Eagles in scoring and finishing unheard-of 67.7 percent from

the field last year.
On the other side of the
bracket, UCF could face New
Mexico State, Northwestern,
Portland or Western Michigan
in the final on Sunday.
The other team named the
Aggies, New Mexico State, lost
its second-leading scorer from
last year's 13-14 squad, Duane
John, until next month due to ·
grades. Legendary Coach Lou
Henson is closing in on the
800-win plateau, but leads a
young team that returns just six
players from last year, four of
whom saw significant playing
time. Guard Allen Haynes, who
averaged just 6.8 ppg in 2003. 2004; is the team's leading
active scorer in the absence of
John.
Northwestern finished 14-15
last year, 8-8 in the Big 10. Six
Wildcat~ hit 20 or more 3pointers last season, and that
trend ~hould continue. The
internationally flavored Wildcats sport three players from
around the world, including
leading returner Vedran Vukusic, from the town of Split,
Croatia, and two from Quebec,
Canada. The 6-foot-8-inch
Vukusic was second on the
team in sc0ring, tops in threes
made, and second in boards.
The Pilots of Portland
haven't had a winning record
since 1998, but Coach Michael
Holton's squad is one of many
looking to break through the
steel bars Gonzaga has
wrapped around the West
Coast Conference. UP lost
three of its top five scorers, but
retwn the services of leading
scorer Eugene Jeter, who last
year averaged 16.6 points per. •
game.
Last year's MAC champion,
Western Michigap, fell in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament to Vanderbilt. But this
year's Bronco team returns one
of the finest backcourts in its
conference in Brian Snider,
Rickey Willis and Ben Reed.
Reed returns as a preseason allMAC first-team selection, having averaged 16 points per
game in 2003-2004, and hitting
45 percent from beyond the arc.

Do You Play Golf, Wanna
Make Money While Playing!

New Golf Tour,
begins Tue Nov 23.
Plays the Best Courses in Town
and has the Best Purse Pay-Out.
- - PGTTour.com--

THIS AIN'T YOUR·DADDY'S SPORTSBOOK

,
•

,
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GOLDEN KNIGHTS BETTING
WITH ATTITUDE
,

sports · casino · poker
1-866-675-4509

*No cheerleader was harmed during the making of this acf*

First-round curse against
.FIU haunting men's soccer
FROM A10

' said. "Defending has to be a
· total commitment for everybody, including the forwards"
UCF, the A-Sun champion,
had the best defense in the conference this year, but in the first
game against FIU it was the
· mental lapses of the defense
that cost them the game.
"We stopped playing and
they took advantage of it,"
Winch said of FIU's three goals
in a 13-minute period. "I was
disappointed with the results. I
· really wanted that game."
The Panthers put together
another solid season in 2004,
posting a flawless 5-0 record in
the Atlantic Soccer Conference, and an overall record of
ll-6. Their leading goal scorer
is junior Carron Williams who
had eight goals this year, one of
them coming in the Panthers
victory over UCF.
The Knights also had an
impressive year, as they won
both the A-Sun regular season
and · tournament championships in the same year --=- for
the second consecutive time.
Over the year the Knights have
learned how to win together,
and that should help them
against FIU.
"I have a good feeling about
our guys and how much we've
progressed," junior forward
Jon Imran said. ''We may not

Rapper Snoop
Doggy Dogg traded
the microphone for ·
a football Tuesday
as he practiced with
the No.1 USC
Trojans.

Big changes in Big East hoops
PROVIDENCE, Rl. ~The Big
F.ast willbe one 16-team division in
2005-06 and only 12 schools will
participate in the postseason basketball toum.anlent
The league announced the
ilew structure Monday and it takes
affect following the addition in
2005 of five schools from ConferUSA and Boston College's
departure for the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
Miami and Vrrginia Tech left
for the ACC this academic year,
leaving the Big F.astwith12 schools.
Louisville, Cincinnati, DePaul,
Mal:quette and South Florida make
the move from Conference USA to
make it 16 schools.
The schools will still play a 16game regular-season schedule
with13 op:Ponents and three repeat
matchups. The league office will .
decide the repeat matchups and it
will be based on television, rivalries
and geography.
Only 12 schools will advance to
the annual postseason tournament
at Madison Square Garden, the
same as the current setup.
'The bottom line is we want to
help our best teams prepare for
success in the NCAA Tournament," comrmss1oner Mike
Tranghese said "If we expanded
our tournament field to 16 teams,
there would be no byes - or
rewards - for what's going to be
an exciting, but grueling regular

•
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Florida International has defeated UCF 21 times in 30 meetings. They've tied three times.

have the most talent, but we get
it done."
"This group of guys came
together great," Winch said.
"Key freshmen stepped up, the
defense was solid ... These
guys met every challenge they
faced."
·
The UCF men are also
encouraged after seeing first
round success that the UCF

women had in the NCAA
Tournament over rival Florida
"UF for the women is the
same thing as FIU for us,"
Imran said. "To see them win,
it's a good feeling.''
If the Knights are able to
beat FIU in the first round,
their road won't get any easier.
The winner plays Wake Forest,
the No. 1 team in the country.

MAC Preview

Akron, Miami battle for first
A close game could turn on 308 stops to his credit.
special teams, and Miami has
Speaking of forgetting,
the best punt returner in the EMU wants no memory of its
conference. Wide receiver 69-17 loss at Kent State, but a
Ryne Robinson averages 13.8 win on Saturday would give
yards per return, and has five the Eagles their best MAC fincareer punt return scores. Bad ish since 1995.
MATT DUNAWAY
news for Akron, which has
Quarterback Matt Bohnet
Senior Staff Writer
allowed four punt returns for a is third in the conference and
fifth in the NCAA, averaging
The Mid-American Confer- touchdown this season.
Akron shared the East title 299.0 yards of total offense per
ence heads to the season's end
with five final regular-season with Marshall in 2000, and is game, while wide receiver
games Saturday. The MAC after its first-ever post-season Eric Deslauriers is having a
also features two matchups action since moving to Divi- breakout sophomore season.
Tuesday night, when UCF sion I-A in 1987. The Zips have The Canadian is third in the
hosts Kent State and Bowling come back from 28-7 and 13-0 nation, averaging 7.70 recepdeficits over the la$t two tions and 118.2 yards per
Green travels to Toledo.
game.
Two weeks ago Marshall games.
Quarterback Charlie Frye
NIU holds a 19-13-2 series
was in control of the MAC
East, but two losses since have led a 76-yard, 6-minute drive advantage, winning the last
eliminated the Herd from that he capped with a 13-yard three meetings, and five of the
championship contention. A touchdown pass to tight end last seven since rejoining the
showdown between Miami of Johnny Long to seal the 31-19 MAC in 1997. EMU's last win
Ohio and Akron now will victory at Ohio last weekend. was in 2000, 39-32.
Interesting fact: The 69
decide the East crown and Frye will look to continue his
send one to the MAC Champi- assault on the MAC record points given up by EMU last
weekend against Kent State
onship game in Detroit on books.
Running back Brent Biggs was a school record. Albion
Dec.2.
In the MAC West there are has k~pt defenses off Frye's College was the previous
still open questions. Toledo is back, who averages 82.8 yards holder of the record, racking
the only team that controls its per game. Biggs has also up 68 points on the Eagles in
1904.
destiny. A win against Bowling punched in 10 touchdowns.
The Akron defense has
Green will advance Toledo to
In other conference action,
the championship game for stepped it up as of late. Linebacker
Dwayne
LeFall Western Michigan (1-9, 0-7
the second straight season.
Northern Illinois is still returned an interception for a MAC) heads to Huntington to
alive, but needs help. The touchdown and forced a fum- take on Marshall (5-5, 5-2
'
Huskies need to win on Satur- ble to set the tone in the sec- MAC).
It is the final game for the
day at Eastern Michigan, and ond half of their last game.
Miami leads the all-time Herd as a member of the MAC
hope for Bowling Green to
series
10-4-1, with the Red- and the final game for WMU
upend Toledo on Tuesday.
But it's Bowling Green that Hawks winning the last three Coach Gary .Darnell, who will
needs the most help. The Fal- meetings, and six of the last be relieved of his coaching
cons need Eastern Michigan to seven. Akron's last victory, in . duties in Kalamazoo at the end
of the season. Marshall defenupset Northern Illinois on Sat- 2000, was 37-20.
Interesting fact: Frye sive end Jonathan Goddard
urday, and then Bowling Green
needs only 14 completions to leads the NCAA with 24 tackmust beat Toledo on Tuesday.
Here is a closer look at a move into second P,lace all- les for a loss and is second in
weekend filled with high- time in MAC career pass com- sacks, posting 12.5 this season.
pletions, and 217 yards to move
octane action:
into third place in career passCentral Michigan (2-7, 2-5
ing yards.
MAC) hosts Ball State (2-8, 2-5
Miami (7-3, 6-1 MAC)
MAC) in a series in which BSU
at Akron (6-4, 6-1 MAO
Both teams have won five Northern Illinois (7-3,6-1 MAO · has won the last four meetings.
at Eastern Michigan (4-6,4-3
The Cardinals lead the
i straight games, and are playing
nation with the fewest
their best football coming into MAO
The Huskies still have an turnovers this season, only losthis showdown that will
outside shot at claiming the ing two fumbles and throwing
decide the East Division.
Miami is the defending Western Division, but will four interceptions. CMU runMAC champion, and are com- need a win in Ypsilanti to keep ning back Jerry Seymour
broke the 1,000-yard barrier
ing off a 42-21 thumping of their title dreams alive.
NIU had 11 days to prepare after getting 81 yards last
Western Michigan. Running
back Luke Clements rushed for this game and to forget weekend. A win by the
for a season-high 160 yards and about a 31-17 setback against Chippewas would be an
scored three first-half touch- . Toledo. The 17 points was the improvement from last year's
lowest output by the NIV win total, while a Ball State
downs.
Tiie RedHawks offense attack that still is second in the victory would give the Carditops the East Division, averag- MAC, posting 35.3 points per nals a chance to equal their
conference wins from a season
ing 33.0 points per contest. game.
The Huskies are paced by ago.
Quarterback Josh Betts is third
in the league in passing yards running back Garrett Wolfe.
Buffalo (2-8) steps out of
and passing efficiency, while The sophomore sensation
wide receiver Michael Larkin leads the league and is eighth conference for a matchup with
has a caught a pass in 47 con..: in the nation, posting 138.6 first-year Big East foe Consecutive games, a MAC record. yards per game on the ground, necticut (5-4). Quarterback P.J.
Miami's defense has been and should return after a one- Piskorik threw three secondstout all season. The Red- game absence due to an eye quarter touchdowns in a 36-6
romp of Central Michigan.
Hawks held WMU to 57 yards injury.
On defense, linebacker The Bulls are after back-torushing. It was the sixth time
this season that Miami has Brian Atkinson become the back wins for the first time
held an opponent to less than 18th player in Huskie history to since beating Ohio and Army
re~ 300 tackles, and now has' in 2001. $;
fl 100 yards on the ground.

Top two MAC East
teams duke it out for
first place in division

State & Nation

SEl<lSOn"
Many within the league were

apprehensive about the sire of the
new conference.
"I know some coaches have
expressed concern, that with a 16team league, the NCAA Basketball
Committee may be reluctant to
invite a large number of at-large
teams from one ..conference,"
1hmghese said
The Big F.ast has had the last
two national champions - Syracuse and Connecticut.
A Big F.ast women's team has
won the last five national championships.

Toothless aggression
NORMAN, Okla - The UniversityofOklahomastudenthospitalized after an incident with a
Nebraska football player before last
Saturday's game said he phµls to
press charges.

Adam Merritt, a member of the
OU Rufi'Neks, a university spirit
group, lost two teeth after an
encounter described by witnesses
as an attack on Merritt by Nebraska offensive lineman Darren
Del.one.
Witnesses claimed DeLone,
who was going through pregame
drills on the northeast comer of
Owen Field, charged Merritt,
ramined his helmet into Merritt's
face and then shoved the freshman
into a brick wall
After the game, a University of
Nebraska official denied knowledge of the incident, but the
schoofs athletit department issued
a statement Sunday night. The
statement said the school was
aware of a "collision that occurred
on the field ofplay during the official pregatne warm-up period"
Monday, during a Big 12 tele-.
conference, Nebraska coach Bill
' Callahan said he felt "really, really
terrible" about the incident But he
said the Rufi'Nek's position near
the end zone made an incident
almost inevitable.
Callahan said he didn't see the
incident, but said two Nebraska
assistant coaches did Callahan also
suggested OU officials consider
moving the spirit group, at least
during pregame activities.
"I have a lot of empathy for the
young man who got injured,"
Callahan said "But the safety for
those young kids is vital And for
so:mebody of game management
or athletic administration not to
realize that- it's astounding to me
that these kids can be right in the
midst ofa warm-up between these
300 pounds-pltis linemen"
Merritt, who was treated and
released from Norman Regional

Hospital before the ·conclusion of
Saturday's game, was knocked
unconscious from the blow. His
injuries required the insertion of a
metal rod into his mouth, and he is
scheduled for oral surgery this
week.
Del.one, a 6-foot-5, 315-pound
senio~ was not detained by campus police. An official with the OU
Police Department said the incident remains under investigation
This is the second time in a little more than a year that a Nebraska player has been accused of an
on-field altercation with a fan.
Nebraska player Kellen Houston served a one-game suspension
and pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor disturbance of the peace
after hitting Missouri fan Matthew
Scott after a: game at Faurot Field in
Columbia last October.
'
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Ladi dadi, he likes to practice
LOS ANGELES - Rap artist
Snoop Dogg donned football
gloves and a red Southern California sweat suit to run through drills
with the top-ranked 'frojans football team on Tuesday. 1
Snoop Dogg, whose real name
is Calvin Broadus, had a 40-yard
pass from quarterback Matt
Leinart hit him in the hands, but he
couldn't hold on
'Afn't nobody sticking me, that's
why I dropped it,'' the rapper jokingly told players who teased him.
The rap artist, who has coached
his son's youth football team, also
participated in a few other football
drills, knocking down dummies
and running over obstacles.
USC (10-0) has this week oft
The Trojans play Notre Dame on
Nov.27.

•
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STONEYBROOK
IT'S YOUR

HOME
COURSE!!!

~:

Monday- Friday ANYTIME/
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S
ONLY 1·6 BUCKS AFTER 2:00
Offer Expires 11 I 301 2004

Call the Pro Shop for tee ti~es·

407-384-6888
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Jarvis leads Knights in final A-Sun tourney
FROM

•

A10

percentage. Stoutjesdyk was named
all-conference second team.
Setter Kimberly Clonan was also
honored to the all-conference freshman team, dishing out ll.97 assists per
game.
"Once Kim can find the middles I
think we can be on a roll," Ojie said.
"Our strength is how well we feed our
middles. This will help our outside
hitters have one-on-one situations."
A difference could be the front
row. The Knights lead the conference
rejecting 2.50 shots per game. Stoutjesdyk and Arah are in the top three in
the league.
"Blocking is the easiest way to
score a point," Ojie said. "It's an attitude. Over the last few weeks, the ,
girls have begun to understand how
important that is. Every girl has the
mindset of 'I need to at least block
one ball today.'"
The UCF Arena plays host to the
2004 A-Sun Volleyball Championship
tomorrow and Saturday afternoon.
The winner receives an automatic bid
to the NCAA Tournament that kicks
off on Dec. 2 at campus sites.
Here is a glimpse at the rest of the
tournament field.

(1) Florida Atlantic (21-6, 9-1 A-Sun)

•

At the beginning of the season,
many questioned why the Owls stole
fpur first-place votes from three-time
defending champion UCF in the preseason poll. What a difference three
months make. FAU lived up to the
hype, dominating the A-Suri from
. start to finish with their only slip up
against Jacksonville a few weeks ago,
and earned the top seed in the conference tournament for the second time
in program history.
FAU wins if ... It focuses on its
side of the net. The Owls have the talent to run away with the tournament.
Three FAU hitters have smacked
more than 350 kills, led by middle
blocker and conference "Player of the
Year" Iana Andonova. The junior
ieads the league with 461 kills on a
0.344 attack percentage. Outside .h itter Kelly Paiya and middle blocker
Cayse Kaveny, who both made the allconference second team, have
chipped in with 385 and 360 kills.
FAU loses if ... The opposition

(4) Jacksonville (12-13, 8;2 A-Sun)

forces players other than the big three
to beat them. JU is only the team to do
that this season in league play, holding the big three under a 0.238 attack
percentage.
Coach Jody Brown: "Everybody
knows that we are always tough in the
tournament. We put a lot of emphasis
on our training during the last two
weeks of the regular season. There
are things that you can control, and
things you can't. We control the way
we approach the match."

(2) Belmont (20-7, 8-2 A-Sun)
The Bruins won 20 matches for
only the second time in school history, and make their first postseason
appearance since 1996. Highlighted
by the contribution of six all-conference performers including "Setter of
the Year" Colleen Nilson, Belmont
finished the regular season leading
the A-Sun in hitting percentage, kills,
assists and opponent hitting percentage.
Belmont wins if ... The Bruins
stay balanced in the tournament. The
difference between this year and last
year has been that it hasn't all been on
the shoulders of outside hitter Lindsay Cleveland. Four Bruins are in the
top ten in hitting percentage with
Cleveland, a first team all-conference
performer, leading the way smashing
400 kills.
Belmont loses if ... Lack of tour.:.
nament experience comes into play.
The Bruins have won 15 of their 20
matches in three games, and are 0-3
this season in five-game matches. Belmont has played well in game fives,
but hasn't won the points in crucial
situations.
Coach Deane Webb: "One thing
that we work quite often is remaining
balanced. At any time different players will need to step up. I've never
seen a conference that is this wide
open. Any. team that can get hot c?in
win this thing.''
(3) Georgia State (13-17,8-2 A-Sun)
This season has been filled with
huge amounts of frustration at times
for first-year Coach Michael Webster.
GSU entered conference play 3-10
and is looking for answers after losing
last season's "Freshman of the Year"
Ana Paula Ferriera to a knee injury.
The Panthers made the adjustments,

The Dolphins qualified for the
sixth consecutive A.-Sun tournament,
and will look to improve on last season's first-round upset to Troy State.
JU is the only team this season to
defeat FAU in league play, and will
ha:ve to deal with host UCF in the
opening round,
JU wins if ... someone emerges as
a consistent No. 2 and 3 option
behind middle blocker and all-conference first-teamer Eva Stoilova At
times, outside hitters Petya Borisova,
Candice Rose and Lindsay Ward have
done the job, all slightly under 200
kills for the season.
JU loses if ... Setting and passing
become a probleIJi. Libero Kelly
Ryals has done an excellent job
anchoring the back row with 296
digs, while setter Erin Donivan is settling into her own. Setters can't be
effective without good passing, and
hitters can't be effective without
· good setting.
Coach Kevin Paul: Unavailable
at press time.

(6) Mercer (13-15, +6 A-Sun)

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman Schanell Neiderworder has been a strong addition in the wake of Emily Watt's season-ending injury.

and enter the tournament looking for
their first league title since 2000.
GSU wins if ... It relies on experi.:
ence and smart play. Setter April
Decoste, all-conference second team,
hands out 10.61 assists per game, and
has two players tallying more than
300 kills in outside . hitters Alex
Blenche and Robyn van Dam. It will
be easy for the Panthers to overlook
Mercer and look forward to a revenge
match-up with Belmont. That can get
a No. 3 seed in trouble.
GSU loses if ... Depth becomes a

factor. The Panthers rotate only seven
players, and three matches in two
days is a huge mountain to climb not
only physically but mentally. The little things that win you championships seem to vanish with tired
legs.
'
Coach Michael Webster: "This is
going to be one of the most competitive tournaments in the Atlantic Sun's
history. If we want to win it, we're
going to have to play to the best of our
ability for the entire tournament, and
not let up for 1 second."
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WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL C·H AMPIONSHIPS·

Saturday Nov. 20th, 2004

..

·

Block Party Beg!ns at. 11 am in fro!'t of the UCF Arena
·Champ1onsh1p game begins at 1pm
. .
•

f t~W'1•t~ \t\t\.\J~t

.

.

FREE F9od (first 50 UCF ~tudents with game.day ticket a~d Student ID)

Raffle Give-A-Ways Dunng the Game - live Musrc - Games Inflatables
Second Harvest Food Drive (Bring in 2 canned food items and receive an extra raffle ti~kel)
f

•

•

. f\ff\.t ~RiZt~ ~t\tL\J~t

R

..

... .

T1ck~ts to Disney and Wet 'n Wild .- Orl.ando ~~g1c Trckets

Movie, Restaurant and Local Retailer Gtft Certif1cates ·
And much. much more.'*
.
Each attende~ will receive one raffle ticket for each game ticket purchases.
For Directions to UCF please visit - http://www.ucf.edu/campusmap/location2~htm
Saturday • Championship Game Ticket Prices
Adult Ticket - $6
·
Youth Ticket {ages 6-17) -·$3
*Group Ticket (~ 0 or more) - $2

(*must be purchased in advance)

www.sga.ucf.edu
•

Second l~rmt rod&nl
. ()fCl,ntMt ori4a

Senior Ticket (55 or older) - $3
Children (5 ~ .Under) - Free

Like UCF, the Bears will have an
opportunity to face a team that just
recently defeated them just a few
weeks ago. Mercer comes in the ultimate underdog, but the No. 6 seed
has had some recent success in the
conference tournament.
Mercer wins if ... It continues to
have solid passing and serving. The
Bears have shown all season that they
can pass well, leading the A-Sun with
18.34 digs. Mercer also has a tournament-field-low 154 service errors.
The Bears force the other teams to
beat them.
Mercer loses if ... the Bears don't
finish plays and can't limit attack
errors. Mercer leads the tournament
field with 707 attack errors on the
season. Outside hitter and all-freshman team member Julie Darty has
powered home 342 kills, but has also
sprayed a team-high 159 errors.
Coach Noelle Hughes: "People
are treating us like an underdog, and
not expecting much from us. It takes
a lot of weight off our shoulders, and
we know what we .have to work
toward. We have a goal that we want
to achieve and it's easier to go after
without the pressure.''

• •
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Drive now,
talk.later
I

t is unfortunate that the
lives of two children had to
be taken for Florida citizens to take action on an issue
that has needed attention for
years.
When a UCF student's car
hit sisters Anjelica, 5, and Victoria Velez, 2, killing them, citizens were angered by the idea
the driver may have been distracted by a cell phone prompting petitions and letters
demanding changes.
What many people don't
realize is that this is a change ·
that needed to be made years
ago.
Though most law enforce-·
ment agencies don't keep track
of the correlation between cell
phones and accidents, it is estimated that cell phones cause
more than 2,600 deaths,
570,000 injuries and more than
1.5 million crashes each year in
America. The time is now for
our congressmen to realize the
seriousness of this issue.
In Washington, D.C., it is
already illegal to physically
hold a cell phone while driving.
The law states that you must be
using a hands-free kit or speakerphone while driving. This is
not sufficient, though. You
could still look down at your
caller ID, or have to search for
the answer button attached to
the hands-free connection.

<.

The state of New York has a
What is disturbing is that
there are car advertisements
similar law. For this law to
work, it needs to simply elimithat seem to promote this
nate talking on the phone while mindless act. A recent car ad
driving a car. The only way it
for an SUV shows two women
will work, however, is if the
driving while putting on their
penalties are more severe than
makeup. The better SUV has
simple violations.
great shock suspension and
No doubt the driver of the
allows the woman to cleanly
vehicle, Ashley Townsend, feels put on her makeup. The"'other
horrible enough as it is. But the woman hits many bumps and
fact is that she may only
ends up having makeup all over
receive a $158 moving violation her face when she arrives at
ticket for running a red light.
work.
Had there been a law in place
Way to go, Motor City. Why
don't you just start including
before this, the penalty would
lipstick holders in the dashbe more severe.
.board of your cars? And while
A suspension of their drivers' license seems to be the
you're at it, keep putting televionly penalty that would give
sions in your consoles.
As cool as it is for some peodrivers serious pause before
ple to have two, three or even
they reached for their cell
phones. Tickets and fines no
four televisions in their car, this
longer have a detrimental effect is, by far, the worst thing they
on the way people drive. Tak· can do to their vehicle.
A driver can easily get dising away someone's driving
tracted for many seconds, or
privileges will.
Nations including Australia,
even minutes. Not only does
Brazil, Germany, Spain and
this distract the driver, it also
distracts other drivers around
South Africa have these types
of laws.
them.
Some people disagree with
Why stop at just cell phones,
though? How many times have
the propo!?ed law. Most people
are, in fact, safe drivers who
you seen a woman putting on
her makeup while she is drivhave the sensibility and the
ing? This, in itself, is more dan- awareness of when to answer
gerous than talking on your cell their phone. However, if we
could just save half of the 2,600
phone. Putting on makeup
lives that are lost per year, isn't
requires use of both of your
hands and a lot of focus.
that worth it?

OUR STANCE
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NFL has a right

to sell sex
M

onday night in America
ni~ations Commission, starred
same?
has become a religious
actress Nicollette Sheridan, a
The NFL wants to maintain
event of sorts. Block par- star of the hit ABC show Desan image of clean, wholesome
ties are formed at the neighfamily fun while using sex to
perate Housewives, in the
bor's house, restaurants offer
Eagles' locker room, wearing
increase profits.
only a white towel. She
If the NFL disapproves of
specials on drinks ans! fried
ABC actions, why doesn't it
food, and America sits to watch droppedthetowelandjumped
the one last remnant of the
into the arms of the Eagles'
have a clause in its contract
outspoken star Terrell Owens. . prohibiting sucli things from
' weekend before the drudgery
of the work week begins.
continuing during NFL broadThough Sheridan was shown
from behind with only her back casts? Because the NFL is a
Monday Night Football
league based on hypot risy.
maintains a stranglehold on the exposed, it could be assumed
As long as ABC keeps the
Nielsen ratings each week
the rest of her was exposed as
money flowing, the NFL will
because America seems to
well.
demand football.
. "I wonder if Walt Disney
allow the acts to continue. The
ABC, the company that
would be proud," said Michael
NFL will fine players like
broadcasts MNF, blows every
Powell, chairman of the FCC.
Owens for signing a football
ABG is one of several broadother show in that Monday
. after a touchdown because it
time slot completely away. The
casting companies owned by
doesn't want children to learn
the Walt Disney Co.
three other major networks,
bad sportsmanship, but it will
"It would seem to me that
NBC, CBS and FOX, acknowlallow team cheerleaders to
edge this fact and decide.to run while we get a lot of broadcast- expose almost as much skin as
ing companies complaining
shows like The Swan, $25 MilJanet Jackson did at this year's
about indecency enforcement,
lion Dollar Hoax and the new
Super Bowl.
Charlie Sheen sitcom TWo and
they seem to be continuing to
The argument is about the
be willing to keep the issue at
stances of the NFL and what
a Half Men - all shows
the forefront, keep it hot and
the NFL implements. Our govdoomed to a short life.
With that said, MNF genersteamy in order to get financial ernment has made several
steep increases in fines for
ates more money for ABC than gains,'' Powell stated in an
any other program it broadinterview on CNBC.
indecent material in the past
An apology was released on
few years. While many discasts. The National Football
League also receives huge prof- Tuesday by ABC in response tQ agree with ·the fines, the FCC
ce.r tainly does not condone
its from the nationally televised the complaints. The NFL also
game. The only other game
slammed the opening, calling it hypocrisy.
that receives more attention
"inappropriate and unsuitable
ABC and the NFL are trying
than MNF on average is the
for our MNF audience." .
to play both sides of the cenThe NFL, the same organisorship battle. Nobody wants to
Super Bowl.
This past Monday, America
zation that put scantily clad
be fined by the FCC, but everygathered once again, this time
women on the sidelines and
body wants to make money.
to watch the Eagles vs. Cowallowed close-ups of attractive
This fact will always be true:
boys matchup, but it gqt someSex sells. The sooner we all
female fans, taking the high
thing a little extra. The opening road? A league that markets
understand this and become
of the broadcast, which has gar- mainly to men between the
tolerant of it, the more honest
nereq a flood of complaints to
ages of 18 to 35, often with sex,
the NFL can be to its conABC and the Federal Commuslamming ABC for doing the
sumers.
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Petition for forgiveness

making.

I was extremely upset when f read that
Sen. Gary Siplin said he believed that Ashley
Townsend should face criminal charges in
the deaths of Anjelica and Victoria Velez
["Petition for life," Nov. 15].
Is it fair to Townsend to put her in prison
for an accident? I understand it was a fatal
and unforgivable mistake, but that's just what
it was - a mistake. To call this tragedy a
"murder" implies that Townsend had
invoked malicious intent on harming those
girls.
Unfortunately, when driving a motor vehicle, mistakes can be deadly, but that should in
no way brand the offender a murderer.
Ashley Townsend will carry this burden
of guilt with her the rest of her life; no punishment the law could give her will ever surpass the one I'm sure she has given to herself.
I do not know Townsend, but I do know
that most of us have talked on our cell
phones while driving and that this horrible
event could have happened to any number of
us.
What I believe should come out of the
deaths of the Velez girls should not be jail
time for Townsend, but awareness that when
we are behind the wheel of a car, we hold the
power of changing the lives' of everyone
around us in our hands.
Hopefully, in light of this tragedy, we will
all remember now that we should hold this
power in both of our hands, not with one
hand on the wheel and the other on the
phone.
Nothing can be done to bring back the
Velez girls, but if there is any good that can
come from their deaths, perhaps it should be ·
the prevention of it happening to someone
else.

as

-ANGElA MARIE INGRASSIA
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citizens still remain capable of rational decision

These iconoclast martyrs huddle around
the cracks formed at the base of the huge
dam (erected by the likes of Karl Rove, the
cable news networks and the Christian Coalition), built to hold back the great river
known to generations past as Common
Sense, and collect drops of the wisest water
this side of the Milky Way in tiny tin cups.
These admirably exiled vagabonds are this
country's only remaining defense against
complete insanity.
When asked for their thoughts on the latest push for local laws banning cell phone
use in cars, they would probably point out
that any 4,000-pound box of welded steel
filled with gasolille and piloted by a human
on roads filled with hundreds of other similarly highly-explosive, elephant-sized death
machines is a rather messy accident waiting
to happen.
Factor in the strange ego games leading to
such bizarre behaviors as the highly competitive race to see who can be first in line at the
stop light, and messy accidents become easily preventable massacres (like last month's
crosswalk accident).
Stop giving licenses to people who can't
drive! Some countries on the planet }]ave
already figured this out.
In Germany and Japan, for instance, you
must be 18 to receive a license, and rigorous
training and extensive education are
required. Interestingly enough, accident and
fatality rates on the German Autobahn are far
lower than on most American highways.
Outlawing cell phone use in cars is not the
answer. Doing so only tacks on more driver
distraction, as eager cell phone users would
have to.drive, talk and keep an eye out for
ticket-writing cops.
The sooner America realizes that laws
should make sense - the fewer the better,
less law being directly related to more order
- the sooner we all get to bathe in the pristine waters of Common Sense.

<•
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-ERIKYOUNG

The Future encouragescomments from readers. Letters to the editor shoufd not exceed 300 words and must indude
full name and phone number.We may edit for lengih, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews,com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).
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'Where would you like
to study abroad?'
0

l 'J

KAT KOERNER

MIKE QUAGLIA

JORDAN SULLIVAN

Organization communication

Hospitality

Criminal justice

"I already did in Australia. Going to the
land down under was a great
experience."

"Amsterdam, no explanation necessary .. . I really want to learn about
windmills."

"Greece, so Ican meet and marry an '
Adonis."

The Cen/ra/. f1cridd Fuhue is a free independent C1111pus newspaper seNllg the Ulli\mity of <:eiurnl Florida. Opinions In the Pulure are those of the indMdual columnist and not necessarily those
of the editorial staff or the UniYCrS!ty Administration. All ooment is propeny of the C..llraiflorida Future and may not be reprinled in part or in 1>flole mthout pennis.lion &om the publisla
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JUSTIN CLEARY

BETH COOPERMAN

CHRIS WILSON

Physics

Social work

Marketing

"Alaska, because the Florida heat is
killing me." ~

t,_,

"Florence, because it's magical."

t

"Rome. Icould really dig Italian chicks
and pasta.Or iri~ asta. Either way." ~,

ti
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100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: ParHime
150 HelpWanted:Full·lime
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
. 700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
99,9 Lost & Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover .

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

(tutnJ :floriba 31rture

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

• Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

•
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Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 • $125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com.

**Special Event Sales**
Creativity, drive and a proven sales
ability will make you a strong candidate
for this position. Outstanding
compensation and the opportunity to
work with America's top corporations,
producing product launches, incentive
meetings, and themed events. In this
high profile rolei in which you will
establish new partnerships and
strengthen existing relationships through
persistent sales efforts. Enthusiasm and
a strong desire to excel are required.
Please fax or e-mail your resume,
including salary history to:
pbarnhart@theeventsource.net
or 407-857-7666

' To Answer Text Messages on Your
Cell Phone! Get 1 to 3 messages per
week. It's FREE. It's easy. Opt in @
www.PollCast.net

.GET PAID CASH

Movie Extras, Actors, Models!
Make $100-$300 per day
No experience required. FT/PT
All ages and looks needed!
Call 800-773-8223

PT or FT sales reps needed. Outside
sales, self motivated. · Market
embroidered clothing & imprinted
speciality items to businesses, schools,. restaurants, hospitals, etc. Draw plus
commission Fax brief resume & objective
to (407) 339-3959.

P/T Doggy Daycare Position..
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

Earn Extra Cash tor the Holidays
Buy your gifts for 50% off and earn
money too! Become an Avon Rep. and
earn 50% profit on most items. ·only
$15 to start. No min, no inventory.
Call for details: 407-977-3044

Drivers I Fliers needed, $6-12/hr
Apply at California Chicken Grill
10725 E. Colonial Drive.

(entral 3Floriba 1uture J

UNLIMITED MOVIES
for $20/month, www.DVDFUN.tv
Unlimited Income Opportunity
www.DVDFUN.biz

Temporary Mom Helper /Nanny
needed for December. 30 hrs a wk,
$6.50 an hr. In Sanford, call Karen @
407-330-2796

Seminole Chronicle
I NOW HIRING I

MUSICIAN/CHOIR DIRECTOR WANTED
for Sunday Morning Worship Service at a
predominantly African American Church,
located in East Orlando. Please call :
(407) 894-7316 or (321) 662-4269.

I

ADVERTISING·REP
UP TO $1 S PER HOUR
Strong work ethics and excellent communication skills.
Fun and fast paced environment. 1S - 25 hrs per week.
Hourly base plus commission. Fax resume to
407-447-4556 or e-mail Markl@knightnewspapers.com

LOVE PETS?
FT groomer/PT kennel help in Oviedo.
Experienced only. Pet Bowmque.
407-366-8187.

PT ICE DELIVERY DRIVERS
For Central Florida restaurants & events.
Evening weekends - tl13x schedules.
Class "D" License, 26K GVW experience
and good driving record required.
Fax resume to: 407-296-8118
or apply in person.
Action Ice, LLC dba Winter Park Ice
1920 Commerce Oak1 O Avenue
Orlando, FL 32808
407-296-8300

PT Cleaning, Evenings
Cleaners pay $7.00-$8.00/hr.
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr.
Looks good on resume, flex hours must
be neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180

STUDENT WORK

GET PAID TO DRIVE A
BRAND NEW CARI
Now paying drivers $800-$3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.freecarkey.com

Must be motivated to sell, renew
and edit classified ads while
assisting new and.current clients.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.
Hourly plus commission.

.,

Free rent through February

ROOM FOR RENT- 3/2 Beautiful home 4
mins from campus. Garage/yard/large
kitchen/big screen TV/internet/furnished.
No smoking. Clean, neat. Avail 12/15.
Will ilo one semester lease.
$450+ halt utilities (407) 928-2129

UCF AREA HOUSE

3 BD/ 3 BA house in Avalon Park.
Cable/Washer/Dryer incl. Nearby Golf
Course, Comm swimming pool. $550/mo
Contact Keith 407-207-6425.
WINTER PARK FOUR
SEASONS CONDO
Large 2/2, includes w/d, $800/$750 a
month. Elizabeth Larsen
Julie "B" Realty Inc. 407-415-f553
NEW EAST ORLANDO HOME
Waterfront, 4/2.5, two-story, low
rent. lncls W/D, cable. Close to UCF.
Call Alex 321-277-5150
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556
or EMAIL: classifieds@UCFnews.com

HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

Mins from UCF, clean 312 w/ den.
All appliances and large fenced yard.
Call Melissa w/ Legacy RE Group
407-275-9595

EXPERIENCED SERVERS NEEDED
To work at Dakshin Indian
Restaurant at the Crossroads Plaza In
Lake Buena Vista. Flex sched.
Housing offered. Excellent pay.
Please call 407-448·3672.

WATERFORD LAKES NEW HOME
4 Bd/2 Ba, 2 car garage.
Great Location! $1,400/mo.
http://46460.rentclicks.com
or call 407-310-6583

Office Support - Highly organized,
outgoing, high energy candidate tor a
position with an established Hospitality
Exec. Search Firm in Winter Park. Great
opportunity for HR/Hospitality majors.
1O mins from UCF. Star:ting at up to $8/hr.
Fax resume to 407-679-0998 or email:
admin@careerchoice.cc

LOOKING FOR SOME EXTRA CASH?
LOOKING FOR A CAREER CHANGE?
LOOKING FOR A HOME BASED
BUSINESS?
We are looking for YOUI
Please join us tor a 1-hr informational
meeting Saturday, November 20, 9-10am
at the Sheridan Suites, -Orlando Airport, ,
7550 Augusta National Drive, in the
Florida Room. Receive a FREE gift just
for coming!
TIRED OF LIVING PAYl)HECK TO
PAYCHECK?
Simply complete the form online to get
more information. Visit us at:
www.911PlanB.net
View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com1

,

No move-In fees!
Jefferson Lofts Apartments: 412
Lease ends August 2005
Call 813-681-6062
SHERWOOD FOREST DUPLEX
2/2, avail immediately. $750/mo + first
mo., last mo. & 1 mo deposit. Util not
incl. lncls W/D . .Close to UCF. No pets.
Call 321-277-6195

3/2/2, screened patio, nice yard,
Available Now.
Call 407-466-4046

HOME FOR RENT!

CLASSIFIED SALES REPS

2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mo.
Fully Furnished!
Call Ana 407-281-3708.
Available Immediately!

Less than 1O mins. away from UCF
$250/mo. plus util. 1 \>mall rm avail. for F
to share with females in 4/2 home.
Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. N/S, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751 ·
1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included + internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com
FEMALE TO SHARE WITH FEMALE
4/2, large pool home.
$475/mo plus halt utilities.
Call 407-657-5116
Brand New House seeking roommate
immediatelyll! 5 mi. from UCF. Prvt.
room, bath, hall in 3/2 fully furnished
t:iome, W/D, hi-speed Internet. Alarm,
nearby trail. Responsible candidates
· only, no pets. $500 incl. util. Month-tomonth. Contact Lori at 407-977-4979 or
407-365-8875

UCF AREA HOUSES

Tiit Srudenl Newspaper Strving UCF Smet 1968

NOW HIRING

FREE RENT (no bills at all) In upscale
College Park - In exchange 20hrs/Wk
child care. Private studio, flexible
hours. exc ref req. UCF students
only. Call Melinda at 407-423-2021

3, 4, and 5 bdrms. New homes. All
appliances and lawn services incl.
Low rent, leases avail tod~y. For
more info call Nick at 407-810-7622.

good pay, contract and hour based,
entrepreneurial spirit a plus. email
resume pinpointws@aol.com Ex work:
shagorgag.net, moneyforclick.com

•

Teach in China!
Go to the wild, wild, eastl
All majors welcomed.
www.chinesecentury.org

LAKEFRONT HOME WITH DOCK
41212 wl bonus room on 1 1/2
acres. Behind UCF on Lake Price.
Skiable lake, newly renovated
bathrooms. 407-421-8132

Figure model needed tor photo
competition. Strong gymnastics
or multisport skills desired.
Good overall figure required.
$50 per hour. 407-977-4592

PHP Internet Designer Needed
)

Holiday Cash? We need books and book
scouts, NOW. Collect books/bring in on
your time/pace. Book Treasures Used
Bookstore, 7616 University Blvd. (5 miles
from UCF). Info Gregg, 407-678-2982 .
Also register for $100 x•mas cashl

DOWNTOWN ORLANDO
Room for rent - 2/2 condo
$600/mo. includes utilities
407-687-1053
UCF AREA 2BR/2BA Apartments for rent
within 1 mile of campus. $950/mo.
including water,. Pool & tennis court!
Call 407-484-0343

QUIET COUNTRY APT
1/1 close to UCF. $800/mo all util incl.
Furnished/unfurnished. Pets ok.
407·443-7024

UCF Cypress Bend
Majestic 2-story home. Gated, brand
new 2004 by lake and community
pool. 5 bedrooms/3.5 baths. All
appliances. Rooms available from
$400-$550. Join Anette (Owner):· MS
Crllnlnal Justice UCF. 407-716-0848
UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $425 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805
2 rms for rent, 2 niiles from UCF. Big
home w/pool, $395/mo. w/ util. Contact
Steve 305-281-3104 or 407-736-0064.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
For immediate occupancy in 4/2 home in
Waterford Lakes. Spacious home,
female preferred. $475/mo incl all util &
high-speed internet. Won't last longl
Call 4Q7-282-7774.
Rooms avail in beautiful 4/2.5 home.
Directly behind UCF on conservation
land. $550/month incl rent, utils, high
speed internet, cable and furn. if needed.
Avail Now Contact Matt @
954-445·4188.

HEALTHY
MEN&WOMEN
Opportunity To Participate
In A Clinical Research Study To Evaluate An
lnvestigational Vaccine.
It's never easy getting through to a kid who's troubled, hurt and angry. But you'll find
it's always worth it - because there's no greater reward than giving a child the chance
for a better future. And it's just one of the many benefits you'll enjoy as a youth
counselor at Eckerd Youth Alternatives.
You'll teach and work outside. You'll go beyond the limitations of textbooks and lesson
plans. You'll form friendships that'll last a lifetime. And you'll find the toughest job you
ever took on, is also the most rewarding.

Contact Eckerd Youth Alternatives today - and start making a difference.
Now hiring youth counselors/teachers* in

*Teaching certification not required - all degrees
considered. EOE/Drug-Free Workplace

.

'

medications
• 12 outpatient visits
over 32 weeks .
Compensation up to $570.00 for time & travel
information:
Call today for'more
...

FL, GA, TN, NC, VT, NH and RI

Mail or fax a resume:
Attention Recruiting/AN
P.O. Box 7450 •Clearwater, FL 33758
Fax: 727 442 5911

• 18 to 45 years of age
• Not taking certain

(407) 240-7878
Find out more
and apply online

www.eckerd.org
800 222 1473

Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando - FL 3'2809
www.ocrc.net
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· ·A: They both

THINK OUTSIDE
(

donate plasma at

FOU.R PERPENDICULAR

DCI Biologicals

SID_ES 0 N A

-Orlando! · . ·
*Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is
dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

Earn S180/month donating
your life-saving plasma. ·
DCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO

GEOMETRICALLY
SQUARED BASE.
(

l

It takes ingenuity, teamwork and a great deal of effort to pull off some of the high-profile
engineering projects being done in the United States Air Force. Engineers who come
aboard are immediately put on the fast track and have advancement opportun ities
typically not found in the private sector.. From weapons system s and space station

<

materials to the next generation of X-planes, whatever \ he project is, it's always fresh,

(Across the street from Racetrac)

always important and always cutting edge. If this sounds like something you might be

321-235-9100

request more information.

interested in, visit our Web site at AIRFORCE.COM or call us at 1-800-423-USAF to

. www.dciplasma.com

©2004 Paid for by the U.S. Air Fo rce. All rights reserved.
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12001 Science Dr.EOE/DFWP
• Orlando, fl 32821
'
(
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~ FOR RENT:
l~Roommates

•

I NEED A ROOM NEAR UCF
Available from January to May
Price range: $400 - $500 mo.
src11 ;!4pr@aol.com

•

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. Ali util. incl. $600/mo•
Call .Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

•

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve•
House furn., be<lrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utli.
incl. 954-816-3127

•

Room for Rent - $400/mo. incl. util &
basic cable, Internet access. Security
Deposit. Located behind UCF, only 10
min. drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of
land. Call Steve at 407-267-4982.

•

3 HOUSEMATES NEEDED
Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
incl: all utll, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $600/mo.
Cali my cell 561-213-1805.

•

We'll take you to ttThe Housen
&

•

a·

I

'-"""""
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NORTHGATE LAKES
F roommate wanted, 111 in 3/3 avail
Dec 18. $489/mo. All inclusive, ethernet,
cable, W/D, UCF shuttle. Call
(407) 971-11a7 or arachne43@aol.com

tlAr-iG Ou..I ) Slu..by

HA~b

At-lb SL..ee?

tNl

12024 Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, FL 32817

407-277-4007

...

ON RLRFRYR

www.universityhouse.com
info@uhalafaya.com

Village at Aiafaya Club. Can move in
12111, will pay for Dec rent·and
transfer fees. $515/mo.
813-300-3387

•1ns.1eoumts

•
Business Center w/Faxt Computer &Copier • Game Room • 24 Hour fitness Center • Bdlklrds
High Speed Ethernet • Basketball Court • Sand Volleyball Court • Two Sparkling Swimming Pools
Car Wash • 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance • Professionally Landscaped Grounds
UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking • Wireless Internet at the Pool

•
A _t>AR_lf-1.ENT AKEN:r:TJ:ES
Individual Alarm Systems • Berber (arpef • Ceramic Tiie Entries • Coble N w/HBOs
Internet Cafe • Ceiling fans• Utilities Included • Washers/Dryers • Kitchen Pantries
Carpeting & Designer Colors • Wood Floors • White·on·White Kitchen Applian<es
Frost Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers Microwaves • Dishwashers • large Patios • Mini Blinds

•

All rtghla reHrved.

8 Hamlin pest
9 Broadcast
10 Protective ditch
11 Official approval
12 Expected
13 Annex
19 Capilal of
American
Samoa
21 Slugger's stat
24 Sourness
25 Takes the odds
26 Silly person
28 Jacob's favorite
wife
29 Formal,
informally
30 Dances low to
the grour.id
31 Stand firm
32 Bike pouches
33 Couples of golf ·
34 Mas' mates
40 French pronoun
41 Medical pie.
43 Arctic sea bird
44 Fervor
47 Sushi choice

Presented by
Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

E[il]

~mJ.

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
51
53
54
55
56
57

Etc.'s cousin
Essential part
Lifetimes
Wander about .
Surf sound
Biblical
paradise

PARTY
CRUISE

JEFFERSON COMMONS APARTMENT
4/4, $490/mo incl util and ethernet.
Amenities incl pool and covered
basketball court. Avail Dec or Jan.
Call Chris at 407-421-5219

12791 ·

Private bd & ba in female 4/4 .
$490/mo incl all urn: Brand new
fully-furnished. Half-off Dec. rent.
Cali Kate 386-503-3943
University House-avail mid-Dec;Private
bd/ba. All utils incl,cable,internet ;shuttle
to UCF;pet allowed;only $479/mo-half
off first month~
Call Melissa 561-628-6514

Pegasus Pointe - FalVSpr/Sum
Terms. 1 unit avail. in 212, w/ UCF
shuttle Utils + W/D incl Fully
furnished, NO MOVE IN FEES Only
$595/mo. Call: 786 597 0297
Move-in at Pegasus Landing. No Movein fees! Graduating early. Close to
campus w/ shuttle service. $500 per mo.
Need to be out by January. Will give
$200 at move-in. Call 386-299-1155.
BEDROOM AVAILABLE ASAP
One female roommate wanted for a 4
bdrm apt at Boardwalk on Aiafaya.
Fully furn. Plus electric, internet, and
cable. Room A $470/mo.
407-810-4082

Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Summer term, Available in May. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private, will
pay transfer fees. Call 321-604-9029

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spacious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Loo~ing

for Female/Private Rm & Bath
WO/Internet Access/Cable/Utils/furnished
$490 per month/ (407)482-0597 or
Nicciw3 @hotmail.com

..

PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
Room in 4/4 for M or F, $400/mo incl all
util, high-SJ?eedJ.nternet, tree shuttleJNo
move-in fees. Lea5e runs Jan. 1st - uly.,
31st. Call 407-529-4618 or 407-362-2399.
Room avail. in Northgate Lakes Dec.7
in 4/2 move in date flexible. $420/mo. +
Dec. FREE RENT util, cable, internet,
incl. If interested please call
239-293-8384
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
212 In Jefferson Lofts, $604/mo Incl
all util, ethernet, w/d, private
reserved parking. Gym & game room .
954-494-6711

..

PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
1 bd & ba avail in 4/4. $490/mo incl
all utli, ethernet, and w/d. Amenities
incl pool & gym. Short term lease,
Jan. 1st - May 1st. 732-407-2331.
Riverwind apts. $50Q/mo F
4/4 nicely furnished/decorated
Contact Emilee (954)553-9348 ot
Riverwind Apts. (407)359-2815 regarding
Apt. 3-1200. Avail. b4 Spring Sem (Jan).

Jefferson Commons Apartment
1 F needed to sublease In a 4/4.
Avail mid DEC. Utils incl, prvt bd &
BA, cable and internet incl. $490/mo
Cali Ashley @ 407-306-8496.

Friday, Nov. 19
Saturday, Nov. 20
Sunday, Noy. 21
Monday, Nov. 22

9am·to7pm
9amto7pm
10amto5pm
1~amto5pm

58 links org.
59 Young bloke
60 Wallach of "The
Magnificent
Seven"
61 Hogwash!
62 Notice

BAHAMAS

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
....... WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM••••••••

10!
TVs from $1O!
Police seized property!
For Info 800-747-9372 ext. M383.

SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS
CELEBRITY PARTY CRUISE!
5 Days $299! Includes Meals, Parties!
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau,
Jamaica from $459!
Panama City & Daytona $159!
•
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

FOR SALE: Biology
Format: Hardcover/ ISBN:
0-07303-1208/ June 2001/
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Boo~ Co Ltd/
Illustrated/ Edition: 61 Language:
English I $30.00 obo call
407-447-4555 ext 208, ask for Fred.

$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7 -Days/6-Nights
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise With food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.

NORTHGATE LAKES

•

•

DOWN
1 Low character
2 On a cruise
3 Disencumbers
4 Bikini tops
5 Queue
6 Arm of the sea
7 "48 Hours"
network

C 2004 Tribune Media Servlcea, Inc.

UNIVERSITY HOUSE APARTMENT .
Avail Dec. 12th. Private bedroom. Fully
furnished, all util incl, w/d, cable, internet,
shuttle to UCF, and pets allowed.
$441/mo, half off first month .
Call Marissa 754-224-0419

F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month FREE. Call Sarah @
~
321 -501-1363

•

'

ACROSS
1 Sing like a
songbird
7 Study Intensively
11 Muckraker
Tarbell
14 Egyptian judge
of the dead
15 "Joanie Loves
·Chachi" star
16 Wet dirt
17 Biting pest
18 Hard up
20 Spa employee
22 Veteran seafarer
23 Addis _, Eth.
27 Encircle
30 Slicker tigures
35 Persian poet
Khayyam
36 To some extent
37 Inhuman
creatures
38 Walk t<t and fro
39 IBM feature from
1981
40 Harris and O'Neill
41 English school
subj.
42 Price proposals
43 Ring legend
44 Debates
45 Christiania,
today
46 )n a deceptive
manner
48 Goblet part
49 Attuned
50 Opie's aunt
· 52 Author of "Our
Game"
58 Wall coatings
63 Evil
64 Practical joke
65 Burn ointment
66 Manufacture
67Want_
68 Lo-cal
69 Toadies

BOARDWALK APARTMENT

•

•

1 F needed to sublease 3 x 3

Crossword

99 Black Chevrolet Cavalier RS
Coupe. Cold A/C. CD Player. Ali new
filters and tires rotated recently.
Great condition. $3250/obo. Call
386-627-1418 for more info.
2004 Nissan Sentra SE-R
Orange, sunroof, spoiler, 4 doors.
Only 4,000 mi. $16,200 oho. Over
$5k already paid for. Moving, must
sell; Call Jose at 407-855-3989 or
407-721-2267.
Email at jozantonio@hotmail.com
1999 Toyota Camry
4 door, beige, exc. condition, CD player,
automatic, new tires, ice-cold A/C. Just
had.tune up, new starter. $5500.
407-298-0420 before 9pm
$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
· ~00-747-9319 e_~. V502.

Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Must book before Dec. 1 '04

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro from $969
VIP Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Earn a Free Trip; Call 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbrazil.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel .com.

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
189°0 r 5 081Js/ 4 HillbtS
8239°0 1 llaJS/ 6 Nights
8

Prices.include:

UCF AREA HOME
Luxurious 212 vllla with office/utility
room. Mint condition. Mins from UCF.
Cali 407-592-5619.

Round-trip luxurY. cruise with food. Accommodations
on the islona at your choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
' APPallchla Travel

1-800-867·5018.

www.Bahamasun.com
We'll beat anv Package Price!
Must book belore Dec 1, '04

We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
407-970-5431
COMPUTER INSTALLATION &
UPGRADES
Flat rates and low prices.
On-site and off-site.
Kahn Consulting
www.ucfcomputer.com

Do you need help w/ Spanish
classes?
Call me now @ 407-719-4307

WANT TO BE A ROCKSTAR?

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Spring 2005.
MWF 10a.m. - 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
Comp. skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-847-0788 or Purple@kua.net
WE BUY USED CELL PHONESI!!
...TOP MONEY PAID*••
Call 407-383-9251
We also have replacement phones.
Attention all Bachelor of Arts & ·
· Science Graduates!
·
I need graduation tickets for Fall 2004.
I will pay for tickets!
Anyone who has extra please call
Ebonni at 407-625-4830

HIGH POINT CLUB APARTMENTS
Avail in Dec. 1/1, $645/mo incl all util.
Amenities incl pool, fitness
. center, pets W!llcomed.
Call Yvette 561-762-1035

Is your band missing that one piece?
Think someone needs your skills? Get
your band's name out there. Call Rene
every Fri. 407-447-4555 #209. 10-5pm.

Jefferson Lofts sublease available in
January. F wanted for brand new
apartment! Private BR & BA, Security
system, all util, cable, & Internet.
Call 954-401-4309

FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translation9. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407:482-2343.

T. Matthew Johnson
Journal/Sketch book FOUND in MAP
building - lecture hall, belonging to
T. Matthew Johnson. Please email
classifieds@knightnewspapers.com.

PEGASUS POINTE APARTMENT
Bd avail ASAP for F in 4/2, $445/mo
incl all util pl.us ethernet, w/d. Dec rent
covered. Fantastic roommates. 2
pools, computer lab, gym, social
events, free shuttle. Call 239-425-5389

Customize your headrest with custom
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash
Kits,.Car Candy. We come to you!
Visa/MC accepted - Lou @ 407-461 -9222

Place your ad in minutes! Cali
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

We both benefit from you taking
over my Pegasus Connection (JC)
lease!!! Avail. Immediately with no
move-in fees or rent until January!
321-432-9330 or 321-726-0168

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel new# (407) 353-6528.
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Get Paid to Play!
Moving Sale: white desk like new $25/
filing cabinet $20/ 3 piece lamp set
(floor/desk/clamp)$10/ OBO
Call Hillary 863-221 -5'o4

The Platinum Poker Club
www.PPCSignUp.com
Promo Code: VK001 , Use y.our Promo
Code to receive a Limited nme <:rr.
Offering tournaments and live ga1
. .s!
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ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING
lnappro·p riate for All Ages
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Hip-hop superstar Jacki-0 gets
intimate with the indie

. J
I

-PAGES

The Killers will put
on a killer conc~rt
- PAGE 4

Orlando Beer Fest
got us all wet
- PAGE 10

I

Sideways isn't a
total Payne
-PAGE 13
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CAMPUS
Pre-med AMSA date auction
Nov. 18, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Student Union
South Patio Stage
Tiger72686@hotmail.com

Ben Bova lecture
Nov.18, 7p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Student Resource Center
Live Oak Room
407-823-5308

Pakastani Students Association
Cultural Festival
Nov. 20, 7p.m. to 11 p.m., free
Communications Building
Auditorium
zeeshanshamsi@hotmail.com

Frankenstein's Three Brains
Nov. 22, 12 p.m. to 1p.m., free
UCF Library
Room223
407-823-5308

VuIkon
Nov.19to·Nov.21, various times, $30 to
$75
Hilton Orlando North
350 S. North Lake Blvd.
407-830-1985

BANDS
Finger Eleven, Local H, Burden
Brothers (rock)
Nov.18, 7p.m., $15
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Kenny Wayne Shepherd, Dan
Dyer (blues)

Ten New Toes, Knup, Fortitude,
Dead Bombers (punk)

Bayside, Brandston, The
Sleeping, The Black Maria (indie)
• Nov.18,5:30p.m.,$8-$1~
Will's Pub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070

Nov.18, 9 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Hillel's Singled Out

My American Heart, Greeley
Estates, The Q, For Felix, Whole
Wheat Bread (punk)

Nov. 20, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., $6
Waterford Lakes Town Center
413 N.Alafaya Trail
407-737-2866

ijazz)
Nov.18, 8 p.m., free
Dexter's of Winter Park
558 W. New England Ave.
407-629-1150

Nov.18,8 p.m.,$13-$15
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246--1419

f1Shamingo (rock)

Chiliblast 2004

Good Golly Miss Molly Hatch It

Hot Snakes, The Ponys, Emanuel
(rock)

Nov. 22, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
UCF Library
Room223
407-823-5308

EVENTS

Chapters on Park
358 N. Park Ave.
407-644-2880

Nov.19, 7 p.m., $25-$27.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Cinema Series: Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein

Nov. 22, 8 p.m. to 1Op.m., free
Student Union
Room316D
407-362-3317

-THE HIVES

Nov.18,6 p.m., $7
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Connie Blanchard, Michael Barry
(pop)
Nov. 18, 7 p.m., $2

Nov.19, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Mobius (rock)
Nov.19, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Deroot, Blue Collar Addict, One
(metal)
Nov.19, 6:30 p.m., $6
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Gargamel!, Gadwell lane
(metal)
Nov.19, 9 p.m., free
Holly and Dolly's
500 E. SR 436, Casselberry
407-834-0069
PLEASE SEE
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Voodoo Hodown, Rev 7 (rock)
Nov.19, 9 p.m., free
Duke's
. 843 Lee Road
407-645-4558

Stephen Grayce, Travis James
.(acoustic)
Nov. 19, 8 p.m., free
.Austin Coffee and Film
929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

hi_dm (electronic)
Nov.19, 9:30 p.m., $3
Natura Coffee and Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-482-5000

Jim O~Rourke and·the Filthy Little Lies
(rock)
Nov.19, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Miiis Ave.
407-228-0048

S Billion Dead, Red Halo, Divided
(metal)
Nov. 19, 9 p.m., $8
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

4

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE ABRIDGED

Eddie Dee (Latin)
Nov.19, 9 p.m., $41
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351 -5483

Reading the collected works of Shakespeare is
certainly anoble goal, but who has the time to sit
and read through the entire collection? The geniuses
behind The Complete Works of William Shakespeare
Abridged have made certain that's no longer a
problem. Hear the collection in little more than an
hour and half and experience the Bard like never
before. Here is but ataste of the fun to be had;with
Julius Caesar abridged:
"Hail, Caesar! Thou art the rockingest! Ruleth
over us, oh noble one! Methinks that Caesar
possesses too much power. He hath become atyrant,
who doth bestride the narrow world like aColossus.
Die, Caesar! Et tu, Brute? [Caesar dies) Hail, Brutus!
Hark! Friends, Romans, Countrymen. :.I, Marc
Antony, shall manipulate you now. Hail, Antony! Die,
Brutus! [they kill Brutus) Aww, Brutus is dead. He was
the noblest Roman of us all; it is most unfortunate
that we hath killed him."
For more of that (only, probably nothing like that _
and much better!), check out The Complete Works 0( ·
Shakespeare Abridged, opening1onight at Seaside
Music Theater in Daytona Beach. Tickets run from
$15-$34. Visit http://wwwseasidemusictheater.org
for more information.

Biz Markie, Doug E. Fresh (hip-hop)
Nov. 20, 9p.m., $38-$43
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Atomic Tangerine, Canvas, Last Winter
(rock)
Nov. 20, 9 p.m., $5-$7
The Social
·
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Demented Are Go, The Obscene, Wolfly
Lonely Trio (punk)
Nov. 20, 5 p.m., $12
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Demented Are Go, Twisted in Graves,
Green Goblyn Projett (punk)
Nov.20, lOp.m.,$12
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070
PLEASE SEE
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Food! The hot new campus craze!
Eating is okay, but eating gourmet is great.
That's why Crispers has been a sensation for over
'~ 16 years. Today, we're expanding throughout Florida
as the quick, delicious alternative to fast food.
' All our gourmet salads, sensational soups, and
stacked sandwiches are made fresh, every single day.

SUCH

}
At Crispers, gourmet soups are a specialty.
Since you're taking so many credits ·and going to
so many classes, we want you to try it for FREE.
Just show us your valid UCF student ID card.

If you're a sweet freak, our desserts will make your
eyes open wide. Creamy cheesecakes, mile-high
layer cakes, cookies,_brownies ... it goes on forever.
Then there are the real milkshakes and gooey
sundaes made with rich, delicious Publix Premium
Ice Cream.

Best

No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. Just great gourmet
food, made fresh. And free soup, too.

of all,

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

it's FREE!

WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

\c~;7

GotaUCFiD
Then, there's FREE SOUP
waiting for you at Crispers!
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To see all our menu selections, click
on www.crispers.com.

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

>.-

z

Free soup or·$2.99 off chowders and gumbos
with main dish purchase and valid student ID Card.
Expires 1-8-05

ORLANDO
ph (407) 482~4727

ALA FAYA

436

,~;7
SEMORAN BLVD.
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HAPPENINGS

Natural
Born

Killers
Hot Las Vegas synth-rock
band invades HOB
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

S

omebody told me that The Killers
are coming back to town, Who're·
The Killers? If you've paid any
attention to the scene, these guys need no
introduction. For everyone else, they're a
new indie rock outfit straight out of Las
Vegas, combining danceable rock with
just a little bit of synthesizer. The rhythm
forces you to dance, and the vocals
inspire you to grab your friends and sing
along. You've probably already heard
them without knowing it. Their singles,
"Somebody Told Me" and "Mr. Brightside," have been getting local play on 0Rock, MTVU, and I-Bar's Thursday lineup, among others. And with lyrics like
"Somebody told me that you've got a
boyfriend who looks like a girlfriend that
I had in February of last year," you're
bound to remember the experience.
Since the June debut of their first and
only album, Hot Fuss, The Killers have
been touring to appease their rapidly

.

COURTESY ISLAND RECORDS

Bridging the gap between indie and commercial, The Killers_are strutting around like they're the hottest alternative rock band on the planet ... Oh wait, that's because they are.

growing fan base and rising popularity.
This is actually their second time jn
Orlando. The first one was an unde,rpublicized MTV taping event at the Hard
Rock Live. This time, ·they're back and
ready to rock House of Blues on Monday
at 8 p.m. Originally, the show w~ booked
at the Social, but when it sold out ridiculously fast, they knew they had to mov.e it
to a larger venue. HoB may not be as close
or.as intimate, but look on the bright side.
At least you can still get tickets. That's
better than if it were sold ~:mt long before

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only arid not
neces.wily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indw and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without permission from the publisher.

EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x214 indie@UCFnews.com
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 sales@UCFnews.com
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you ever read this.
Featuring people from Nevada, Georgia and the' UK, the roster as a whole
brings a mix of tal,ents to the bill.
Fresh off stopping by The Social with
Rilo Kiley a mere month ago, Now It's
Overhead is a group of indie rockers from
Athens, Georgia. Hailing from the Saddle
Creek label, their sound is a varied range
of styles and sentimentality. The Zutons,
on the other hand, are a Liverpool-based
Britpop band that, by its own description,
"mixes everything together" into its own .

sound, citing Devo and Talking Heads as
influences. They're touring here after the
October release of their debut album,
Who Killed the Zutons?, on this side of the
pond.
Interested readers should hurry to
pony up the cash and secure a ticket. The
Killers are currently one of the most popular artists in the indie music scene.
House of Blues may be larger than the
Social, but if the original sellout is any
indication, you'd be better off not waiting.

Vol. V, No. 13, .Nov. 18 - 24, 2004
In this issue, we have all the bad , of tea, we also hear from one-half of
- or at least shady - influences Local H, review a rain festival 'that
you've come to expect from us; we happened to have some beer in it
cover the Enzyte male enhancement and wonder · if men really need
pill, beer, sex, drugs, scantily clad women anymore in a Halo 2women and Tracy Morgan.
obsessed world.
But notably, the indie is branching
Also, I betcha didn't know what
out to the mainstream hip-hop com- those great bowls at tJCF pottery
~munity for maybe the first time ever.
sales were made out of. Once you
But if readiµg the words of wisdom read this week's "Real Life for Real,"
from "the Most Anticipated Bitch of you'll be enlightened.
the South," Jacki-0, is not your cup
-JOHN THOMASON
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FADES, FLATIOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUJS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREAf
M-R 10-6 I FRI 9-5:30
SAT 9~4:30

SUN Closed

407-681-67lS

f$1-~0Cf
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SOUP OR ·
APPETIZER
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SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU
CHOICE OF ONE:

FROM
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LesserRitual, Fish Pocket,
Suckerpunch, Days End
(punk)

Soul Cactus, funkUs,
Midnight Ramblers, Red
Eye Express, Bumin'
Vernon, Wild Blue
Yonder, Revival

Nov. 20, 7 p.m., $7
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Nov. 20, 2 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court S\feets
407-849-9904

Klassique, Phat Cat,
Players, Slave (R&B)

Straylight Run, Hot Rod
Circuit, Northstar, Say
Anything (rock)

Nov. 20 8 p.m., free
Downtown Orlando
Church Street
321-281-2006

Rabbits with Glasses,
Milka (rock)
Nov. 20, 9 p.m., free
Duke's
843 Lee Road
401-645-4558

Stranger Than Fiction,
Eudora (rock)
Nov.20,8 p.m., free
Austin Coffee and Film
929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Doris Delay, Kristina
Boswell, The Dazzles,
Dodger (indie)
Nov.20, lOp.m.,$4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Mountains o~enus,
Kynda (rock)
Nov. 20, 9 p.m., $S
Back Booth
37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

The Houseshakers, The
Shaun Rounds Blues.
Band, Smokin'Torpedoes,

Nov. 21, 5:30 p.m., $9.99-$13
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Beautiful Mistake, Liars
Academy,Actio~ Action,
Before Today, Slowdance
(punk)
Nov.21,8 p.m.,$8
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
507-898-5070

The Killers, Now It's
Overhead, The Zutons
·(rock)
Nov.22,8 p.m., $13-$14
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Josh Martinez and Sleep:
The Chicarones, Glue,
Astronautilus,
TheRealOne (hip-hop)
Nov. 22, 9 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Vanni-(New Age)
Nov. 22, 8 p.m., $49.50-$79.50
TD Waterhouse Centre
600 W. Am~lia St.
407..1849-2020

Jimmy Buffet and the
Coral Reefer Band (rock)
Nov.23,8 p.m., $55-$75
TD Waterhouse Centre
600 W._Amelia St.
407-849-2020

The Hives, The Deadly
Snakes, The Rogers
Sisters (rock)
Nov. 24, 8 p.m., $15
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Milka, Gargamel!,
Boxelder (hard rock)
Nov. 24, 9 p.m., $6-$8
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Florganism,Jilnkie Rush
(rock)
Nov. 24, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

HIGHL;IGHTS

TRACY MORGAN
·

Tracy Morgan is coming to Orlando? That's CRAZY!!
Yes, Tracy Morgan of former Saturday Night Live
and current Crank Yankers fame is coming to the
Orlando lmprov tonight through Sunday. Only the
Friday show at 10:30 p.m. will be 18 and up. All the rest
are 2i and up.
After Tracy left SNL to pursue his flourishing movie
career (he was great in Jay and Silent Bob Strike Ba.ck)
he has decided (or was forced) to return to his roots as a
standup comic. ls $20 worth paying for Tracy's standup act? Of course, just expect afew stereotypical jokes
thrown in. Unlike his other SNL alumni,he doesn't have
to resort to his old skits for laughs. It's still fun to think
of him as Brian Fellow, though. The lmprov is located at
. 129 W. Church St., and tickets can be bought at
http://www.orlandoimprov.com.

Wonton Soup
(stuffed with chicken and shrimp)
or
Chicken Spring Roll
or
Small Mixed Salad

CHOICE OF ONE ENfREE:
Spicy Basil Catfish
Stir-fi*d cat fish .fllet, onion, bell peppet;
basil, with sweet dnlt paste saru;e.

or
Pork Green Curry
Sauteed slicedpork Win, green bean,
baSil, bell pepper ulit/J That Grei!IJ

(topped with house vinaigrette dressing)

curry cream sauce.

863 N. Alaf'aya Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

Shrimp Late Night

407-382-8201

or
Stirfrled shrimp, egg, rice noodle With ltght
soy sauce bedded on Romain£ letttu:e.

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT
- Scott Joseph; Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Awa rd 2003

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4Pm -Bum
No cover
·
.THmlSDAYS
Karaoke
WEDNESOAYS

Open Mic NiUht
With Ramez

Drone Operator, Polygon .
Panties (electronic)
Nov. 24, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37 W. Pine St. .
407-999-2570

Jambando All-Stars,
Mobius, Sonar (rock)
Nov. 24, 8 p.m., $6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Friday Night

Take-out
10 p.m. - close

------$3 c(Jver-----Saturday Night .

FSU

vs.7 P·Il1·
UF footbalfparty
- close

---No cover---

SMOKERS 'WELCOME
'CLASS A PLACE

401-111-1665

12727 Ea.<it Colonial :J)pive • Otl~ndo, Flo.1,'.ida.

(At 40~ & E. Colpnial)
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Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Oct. 24-30
1.Eminem
Encore .
2.NoFX
Greatest Song Ever Written ... By Us
3.Fabolous
Real Talk
4. APerfect Grde
eMOTIYe
5. Simple Plan
Still Not Getting Any
6.RelientK
MMHMM
7. Handsome Boy Modeling School
White P.eople
8.JaRule
R.U.L.E.
9.Jimmy Eat World
Futures
. 10.Usher
Confessions
11. Trick Daddy
Thug Matrimony
12.MosDef
New Danger
13. Vanessa Carlton
Harmonium
14. Various Artists
Give 'em the Boot IV
· 15. Britn~ Spears
Greatest its
16. Soundtrack
Team America
17. Voodoo Glow Skulls
Adiccion, Tradicion, y Revolucion
_.,.

18. Bright Eyes
Lua
19. Bright Eyes
Take it Easy (Love Nothing)
20. Moving Units
Dangerous Dreams
21. New Roman Times
International Affairs
22. Submersed
In Due Time
23. Tom Waits
Real Gone
24. Ray Lamontagne
Trouble
25. Various Artists
Enjoy Every Sandwich

.

er eurvy, seductive figure has been
gracing the fronts of magazines and
the pages of national media in the
past few months- there's more to Ms.
Jacki-0 than meets the eye. Behind the
sexy bombshell image, Jacki-0 is a smart
girl.
This Miami native from Liberty City
keeps it real with her sultry image and the
recollections of her life.
Aside from writing her own material
and rapping, Jacki-0 can sing, and sing
well. According to Black Men magazine,
she can perform any variety of music, but
her rap songs graced her with titles like
Miami's Princess and Madame of Miami.-·
Aside from the emphasis on image, there's
something surprising about Jacki-0.
She's indie. That's right. Her debut song
from last year, "Nookie," was done
unsigned and landed her a BET Award
Nomination. Her raunchy dirty style of
hip~hop is getting her places, and so appar.
ently is her nookie.
This formerly indie hip-hop queen sat
down for a phone interview with Writer
Jerrod Rockhill and discussed her image,
her inspiration and what the real Jacki-0
does on her weekday nights:

JR:

So, where does the name come
from. .. does it come from Jacqueline Onassis Kennedy?
·

Jacki-0: Yes.

JR: And is that where you get your polished "classical style?'' I mean while Lil'
Kim is wearing fur bras, you sporting a
Dior leather petticoat with a tasteful red
bra underneath?
J~cki-0: Uh, I have very polished and
· very classical tastes.
...

JR: How important is image to you?

from?

Jacki-0: Uhm, they're all angels. I just
wanted to get something that was more
JR: We saw a transition in style from spiritual than c¥foonish. I just love the
"Biggest Bitch in the South" to "Poe Little fact that angels watch over us every night
· and they're more spiritual. So that's why I
Rich Girl." Any explanation?
Jacki-0: Uh, you said the what of bitch chose angels.
the South?
JR: About your home_life, you seem
JR: The "Biggest Bitch of the South."
Jacki-0: I've never considered myself pretty chill. What does Jacki-0 do on a
that. I think. you have me mixed up with regular weekday night?
Jacki-0: Drink ... watch a movie ... go
Trina
[Editor's riote: It was "The Most Antici- to Blockbuster ... probably cook something ... bake some cookies or something.
pated Bitch of the South."]
I have a vibe room in my house that
I made out of the room of my
JR: With regards to your past,
house. I go in there, listen to
what was the first thing you
bought with your legal
some music and chill.
money?
Jacki.:.o: Probably a
JR: Are you a polhouse.
ished nickel .45 caliber automatic or a
JR: Have you ever
satin
·gunmetal
been back to any of the
Russian 9mm semistores you use to boost
PLEASE SEE BOOSTER ON i7
from arid bought things
fr:om them?
Jacki-0: Very important.

Jacki-0: Yeah.

JR: Where did you pick
up all the sexy tattoos

...
r;
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A much bigger Local band plays House of Blues
MARILYN MANNO

power of four and the popularity of had to deal with bad cell phone
their singles "Eddie Vedder," and reception and a noisy tour bus
"Bound to the Floor" (a.k.a the when ~e indie caught up with the
ver the past decade Scott "copacetic" song), caught the atten- leading pa1fofthe unique two-piece
Lucas' Local H has had a tion of labels and fans, and turned while on his way to Milwaukee.
lot of obstacles to over- their 1996 As Good As Dead album
Having released his band's fifth
come.
to gold
album, Whatever Happened to PJ.
The original four-man lineup of
1998's Pack up the Cats had the Soles, in the spring, an enthusiastithe band slimmed down to two, · same promise but encountered yet cally garbled Lucas talked shop and
with just Lucas doing vocals and another problem when it was even a little politics.
guitar and Joe Daniels on the drums. released during a merger of their
After losing their bassist and not label Island Records with Universal
MM: So let's talk about the new
being able to find a suitable replace- Music. The album was lost in the album Whatever happened to P.J.
ment, a prolific Lucas was able to scuflle, andLocalH went ona three- · Soles. where did that name come
play the low-strings on his guitar year hiatus.
from?
through a bass-pickup, and the band .
During that time Daniels left the
Incas: P.J. Soles was an actress I
remained a twosome.
band and was replaced by former- always thought was really cool It
In the wake of what seemed an Triple Fast J\ction dnimmer Brian was someone that I always admired,
insurmountable roadblock, high St Clair in 1999. With a new label and I wondered what had hapschool friends Lucas and Daniels and Lucas' same brand of hard rock pened to her:
found success in the unusual two- · and cutting lyrics, Local H returned
MM: She must have been flatman lineup, and a sound flavored ·with Here Comes the Zoo in 2000.
tered
Lucas: She came to a show in
with power chords and feedback.
Aside from fickle record labels
The duo's ability to recreate the and member changes, the band also LA; she was really cool
Staff Writer

0

Booster turned rapper
writes from her heart
FROM

i6

automatic girl?
Jacki-0: [Laugh] I don't know. It
depends. I mean I don't carry guns,
that's why I have my security and bodyguard. I like smaller guns. Some I can
shoot at the range; I've shot Desert
Eagle .45, .380, that type of gun.
JR: Over the years, what kinds of
jobs have you held? We've seen booster
[professional thief] and phone sex
operator ... any others?
Jacki-0: Nope.

JR: Is that your real rap sheet that
showed up in OZONE magazine?
Jacki-0: Yes, that's it.
JR: That's the real one?
Jacki-0: Yeah.
[Editor's note: The rap sheet
includes allegations of cocaine trafficking, cannabis possession, concealed
weapons, disorderly conduct, aggravated battery.] .
JR: You have a new ~d interesting
· CD coming out, how much composition on the songs did you do?
Jacki-0: I ~ote all of the songs on
the album. It's all about [feeling] comfortable ·~alking to the audience

there's a lot of things I didn't talk about.
Things I've been, things I've, things I've
had to do ... I didn't get into all of that.
My personal - my real, real, real, real
personal life. But there is things-that I
just kinda hinted on to give people an
idea of my person. You know. I just
wanted to give the real version of my
life.

JR: Where get do you get die inspiration for lyrics like "shut your face hoe
I cut your face hoe" from one of your
new tracks?
Jacki-0: It's just the artist in me. I
just have so many different parts of me,
and it all makes up Jacki-0. It all makes
up who Jacki-0 is. You know, just things
like that would best describe how I'm
feelin' that day.
JR: Are there any other curves you
expect to throw at us, at least musically?
Jacki-0: Yes.
JR: If I was walking past you on the
street, how would I know it was the ·r eal
Jacki-0? Is it because I could smell your.
sweet sweet p**** when you pass rne?
Jacki-O:[Laugh] Oh God. ·You're
quoting songs off the album. Um, yeah I
guess so.

rm sure she's .used to that kind
of stuff; people worshipping her.
She's an icon.

MM: Favorite songs on the
album?
Lucas: I don't really have a
favorite. I like 'em all. Everything we
wanted to do with the record we
did, so rm pretty happy with it I
guess if I had to name a couple, rd
say I like ''Hey Rita'' and "Halcyon

Days."

recreating songs live?
Lucas: That became problem
after our third record, beca'l;ISe
when I did it I really didn't care
about whether or not I could do it
live. So we would bring people in to
shake a tambourine or play with a

a

kazoo.

.

I don't think it really matters.
Once you hear the record your
brain can kind ofplace what should
be there, or we just kinda figure out
a different way to play it on stage.

MM: Ever thought of adding
MM: So if you guys weren't
_doing this, where do you think you'd
more people to the band?.
Lucas: No, not really. We've be right now? Ever have any other
done things where we've had other aspirations other than music?
Lucas: Not really...
people on stage. We do whatever
we want, but we don't really have
MM: Never had a dream to do
any specific plans to add anyone to anything else while you were in
the band
school?i
MM: Ever had any trouble

PLEASE SEE
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Local H frontman suffers from HBO addiction
FROM
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to get a hold of Hall and Oates'
greatest hits.

Lucas: No ... just to get out of
school (iaughs). It was pretty obvious to me early on what I wanted to
do. If I wanted to do it, rd do it If I
didn't, I didn't do it I didn't really
care about having something to fall
back on. I think everybody knows
that not everybody knows what
they're talking about You kinda figure out who to disregard, and who
·
notto. .
MM: Favorite CD at the
moment?
Lucas: I like the Libertines a lot,
and I like Interpol fve been trying

MM: Favorite thing to do other
than playing?
Lucas: 1· kinda like to be at

home...Go see bands, movies... I
don't get do that kinda stuff when
rm on the road I just basically go
back and soak up as much Chicago
as lean.
MM: Favorite band yoll've ever
played with?
Lucas: Qµite a few bands come
to mind.Detachment Kit; they are
definitely one of the best live bands
in the country at this point

MM: Any interesting run-ins
with fans?
Lucas: I don't really give people
the chance to act crazy. First of all,
we're not that big. It's not like I hide
from people. So it's not like seeing
us at a show is a big deal, 'cause you
know we'll be hanging around
somewhere.
MM: Something you can't live
without on the tour?
Lucas: rm pretty addicted to
heroin. ..no (laughs). I'm pretty
addicted to HBO. Right now it's a
big task to be somewhere where
there's a 1V when The Wzre is on.
You're worried that it's gonna be like

the last day to see it that week before
its gone forever. I think that's a problem.
MM: A problem?
Lucas: ...to be dependent on television.

[2000] election (laughs). The fact
that we didn't riot in the streets after
what they pulled the last time.. Jaws
were broken. It's ridiculous. Well,
that's the Bush's for you. Maybe it's
not Florida, maybe it's Jeb.

MM: Favorite city to play in?
Don't worry, no one~ Orlando.
Lucs That all depends on ~
crowd, not the city. You can like to
be in New Ymk but the crowd will
be stifI Or you can play a small town
in Indiana but the energy from the
crowd is great I do like Florida I
have a really gocxi time there even
though you guys screwed up the

MM: .Any comments on the
recent election?
Lucas: It's pretty depressing..Jt
just makes me feel more estranged
from the country as a whole. To hear
people say tlrlngs like ''I don't think
its right to change presidents in the
middle ofthe war•.•" is just .. Ifsomebody does a bad job, they shouldn't
be able to keep their job. That's pretty simple. Don't you think?

CD REVIEWS
That's why they call him Slim Sha~ .He's
back! He's back! He's also known as Marshall
Mathers. And infamously, he's known as
Eminem.
Due to leaks on the Internet of Eminem's
newest release since The Eminem Shaw, the
record label decided to release Encore four
days earlier than its set ·release date.
Eminem's style, which has always proven to
be distinct when speaking in terms of lyrics
and voice, has kept the same approach in his
music. Of course, our most favorite white rapper has his usual entourage on his tracks, such ·
as Obie Trice, 50 Cent, Dr. Dre and Nate Dogg.
Eminem displays hilarity in the majority of
Encore
his
songs on this album. Llsten carefully and
Genre: rap
his bashes are right on the dot with the celebriLabel: Aftermath ties he pokes fun at on his track'~ Like That,"
-Release date: Nov. 12 ·suchas.Hilary Duff ("is not quite old enough''),
Britney Spears ("arms like aman''), Mary-Kate
and Ashley (''used to be so wholesome"), JoJo
(''I need a new boyfriend"), Jessica Simpson

***•
•

EMINEM

I do perceive.

•
OWEN
I do perceive
Genre: indie rock
Label: Polyvinyl
Release date: Nov.9

After doing in his time in a slew of highly revered bands such as Cap'n Jazz, Owls, .
and American Football, Mike Kinsella set
off to do his own solo project, Owen. I do
perceive, his third full-length, is almost a
continuation of2002's No Good For No One
Now~ While that album dealt with
breakups and heartaches, I do perceive is
kind of a reflection of all of that. The songs
are catchier and you will find yourself
singing along to Mike's signature desper~te
voice after only a couple listens.
Recorded in a studio with more instruments than the previous albums, the songs
are fuller and more sophisticated than the
last two, which were recorded in his-mom's
basement. This is absolutely the best
"remember that girl that destroyed my
heart? I'm okay now, but let's reminisce
through acoustic..,guitar anyway" album,
but not in that annoyingly whiny way.
Promise.
-SARA STOCK

("looks oh so temptin'") and Gwen Stefani
("will you pee on me please"), many of whom
just barely surpassed jailbait status.
Inevitably, Eminem has a song for Hallie,
but this time, there is a Laney? In this song,
''Mockingbird," Eminem displays how he tried
to work hard for the ~ The truth comes
out and quite sincerely this time. ''Mockingbird" is his one serious moment on Encore. ''I
know sometimes things may not always make
sense to you righ~ now I But hey, what daddy
always tell you? I Straighten up little soldier I
Stiffen up that upper lip I What you crying
about? I You got me." Eminem, in a nutshell,
explains to his fans, and Hallie, the hardships
he went through with Kim and how they had
struggled when Hallie came in this world
This song is far from the usual way everyone has pei:ceived Kim as. He name-drops her
"developing a habit," but that's where he draws
the line.
''My First Single" is the catchiest yet quirki-

est single on Encore. The drumbeats are like
plastics hitting plastics. It's the simplest way to
describe it As the beat rolls on, you hear burps
and farts. Many of the words are jibberish, like
so: "Paris and Nikki's parents must be so tickled to cherish I Every picture with their kids
with hickeys all over their necks I Hickory
Dickory derr digga I Look at me work wizardrywi~ these words I Ami a jerk or just jerk
chicken I Or Chicka chicka chicka chicka jer
jer jerkin the chain/ 22 jerks and a jerk circle I
Or is it a circle jerk or wait a minute /What am
I sayin, allow me to run it back and rewind it I
rrrbb lemme ask you again/ Am I just jerkin
the chain I Am I biz.erk or insane." To reply to
Em, what was going on with that single? What
were you sayin? Are you insane?
But, here's Encore. It's Eminem. There's no
other way to typecast him than to leave him as
is: experimental, original and personable. He's
him. Our favorite white rapper.
- SHARON PARE

Montreal's The Dears are a hybrid bound
for indie success; they are of a piece with both
the raw purity of garage-based bands that
have successfully landed on radio dials as well
as the spaced-out psychedelic sound that will
always have an ingrained audience.
While not containing the breadth and
diversity of their other EP release this year,

THE DEARS
ProtestEP
Genre: indie rock
Label: Ace Fu
Release date: Nov.16

Orchestral Pop Noir Rom.antique, Protest
expands on the epic prog influence that EP
hinted at While ''Heaven Have Mercy On Us"
is essentially a four-minute intro to key track
"Slimmer of Protest," "Summer'' is a masterful Pink Floyd-cum-Mum-Q.llil-Blur rocker
that contains not only some kick-ass guitar
and vocal distortion, but samples of sirens so
loud and authentic, you'll slow down to the
speed limit if you listen to the CD in your car.
Then reducing the barrage of noise to just a
piano and the haunting chants of"revolution,"
the track leaves an ethereal resonance that's
worth the purchase of the disc alone.
- JOHN THOMASON

•

A video

game made
for us.girls

Notable
non-Halo
releases

Get your man away from
Halo 2 and onto DOA
DANADELAPI

Vainpires, mullets,
aliens in your console -

Staff Writer

I

IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

W

ruit a week Geeks across the
world were still reeling from Halo
2 when they suddenly got born- ·
barded by not one, not two, but three_new
blockbuster games within days of each
other.

Vampire: 7he Masquerade-Bloodlines (PC)
Combine the freedom to create a character as you see fit with the physics and graph-·
ics capabilities of a brand-new first person
shooter (Half-Life Zs Source Engine) and
you have a cool game. Add this to a dark,
scummy underworld with a rich vampire mythos, and you have the makings of an
extraordinary game.
As vampires, players must feed on
humans in .order to stay alive. But they also
must balance how much blood they take
from their unsuspecting
Players need
to drink enough to maintain their strength,
but driilking too much maY kill their donor
and cause a vampire to lose some of its
. hUimµlity.

past? Blame .another excruciatingly convoluted storyline from Konami.
'But over-the-top storylines aren't what
make Metal Gear<Solid 3 fun. ·Sneaking
aroun~ snapping necks and blowing away
bad guys like your favorite action heroes
define this game. Add a staggeringly realistic
jungle that demands different stealth tactics
for players to survive and trademark
cutscenes inspired by the greatest ·action
movies, andMGS3 is as amazing to watch.as
it is t? play.
- -.

tary commandos trying to silence him. The
story won't turn the gaming industry upside

down, but the technology the game brings
may.
Aside from obviously beautiful graphics,
HLZs big novelty is its physics. When you
see a 2x4 in the game, it's not just a few static polygons with a wood texture painted
9ver it It splinters, it floats and it interactS
with other objects much like a real .2x4
would Unlike other games that have dabbled with similar physic5 engines in the p?St, ~
HL2 doesn't merely ·employ physics for the
Half-life 2(PC)
. sake of a gimmick.
The HalfLife .2 hype machine has
When you run out of ammo-in an average
FPS, you have to rely on a fairly useless churned
out
almost
as
much
anticipation
as
·
Metal GearSolid3: Snake fater(PS2)
Everyone's favorite mullet-haired badass . it has infamy. Between delays and source melee weapon JJiltil you can scavenge for
is back in this highly anticipated installment code leaks, HL2 hasn't had the smootheSt: more ammo for yol,lf serious weapons. In
of the critically acclaimed series. This time development process. But this week the HI2, you can use objects in the environnient
players take Solid Snake as a one-man game finally became more than a pu11.chline. ~o block doors and windows or you can even
Players once again assume the role of sci- chuck them at enemies as you attempt to
wrecking crew in the Cold War during the
entist
Gordon Freeman in a world where he buy yourself precious time to plan out your
turbulent decade of the '60s. But how did
Snake travel.more than 40 years into the is hunted by both invading aliens and mill- nextmove. ,

meals.

Lecture: Prugs are bad, mmmkay?
GHB and LSD are taking over American
high schools and colleges without users realizing the potential harm these drugs can
cause. To users, this is a cheap and easily
• accessible high with only a few short-term
. NICOLE SCHAUB
side effects. In reality these drugs are causing
Staff Writer
potentially _severe long-term effects .that
heterm "club drugs" is something that could affect an individual permanently. ·
Because dnig abuse is a problem on colwasn't an issue or even heard of a few
years ago. Howevei; today it's a term . legecampuses, UCFs National Pan-Hellenic
all too familiar in our society. The use and Council, along with the support from
abuse of drugs such as ecstasy (MDMA), REACH Peer Education, brought profesKecimine (special K), Rohypnol (roofies), sional speaker Paul Chabot to talk with stu-

Club drugs may hatm
more than you know

T

am.officially baffied by boys and videq
games. Last night I spent an evening with
six boys glued to two different television
sets playing Halo 2. A calendar's worth of
Playboy bunnies could have paraded through
there and those boys wouldn't have batted an
eye.
It is the most ridiculous display I ever saw.
Halo2has become the second biggest thorn in
my side, right after Madden that is. I already
don't understand . or like football, so what
makes you think I will enjoy watching-you play
_
a video game based on the sport?
What is it with boys and video games?
Ladies, are we being replaced and upstaged by
technology? Ifthat were true it would be a very
cruel world If this keeps up _I might as well
invest in a newvibratoi; 'cause with the release
of Halo 2, I ain't getting any for a wliile. And it
is so sad to have to admit that ·
It's a chronic Peter Pan syndrome: Boys and
their toys. And I thotight all I had to do is strut
in with my cute little skirt and sexy hair to
make the kiddies drool Not so. Now I have to
either pretend to like shoot 'em up war games
or learn how to play so I can kick their ass. It is
a whole new world of foreplay out.there.
But, I have finally found a game that I can
.get on board with. A game that cotild teach
even the most die-hard gamer how to treat a
lady. Dead or Alive Xtrerrie Beach Volleyball..
Call it sexist, but sex sells, and in this game, the
guys have to pay attention in order to score big.
Granted, the ladies inDOA are scantily cla~
but they are bad ass.And ifyou want your team
to score big, ya gotta pay attention. Finding out
what she wants and giving it to- her will not
only get you out of the doghouse, it will
strengthen your bond as a team. The more
gifts you buy your girls, the harder they play.
·The more attention you pay to their needs, the
better your team gets.
And as you see in D_OA, there are tons of
things to do besides winning money and
points on the court. There is shopping, movies,
hotel fun and evena casino. It's all about getting
to know their dislikes and likes and working
them to your advantage -all while having fun;
Hey, if you gotta play a video game, at least
make it one that teaches you something about
women.
It's all about fostering relationships, which
is why I love it If only guys could do this in
their real relatiqnships not just the cyber ones.
Ladies need attention, and let me tell ya, if we
know you're listening, you are guaranteed to
score.
.

dents on club drugs' the dangers and effects.
Chabot, 30, presented his ''Presentation
X: Club Drugs" to a room full of about 130
students three weeks ago in the Key West
Ballroom. Chabot's presentation showed
facts, statistics, video clips, theories and audience participation on "club drugs:'
_
''I thought that Paul Chabot did a really
great job on the pmsentation, but I didn't feel
that the Greek community at UCF deals with
club drugprobleim:" sophomore Kara CarnPLEASE.SEE

SPEAKER ON i12

:"'
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A miserable, wet Orlando B·eer Fest
One writer's
meticulous log of
sixth·annual fest
JOE ANDERSON
Staff Writer

T

he sixth annual Orlando Beer
Festival at Universal's CityWalk turned out to be a beer
bust. Well, at least it did for indie
photographer Matt Hedgecock and - ··
1 In the newspaper business, when
your editor asks ifyou want to cover
a beer fest, you say yes. So imagine
how exeited I was to take on this
hard-hitting investigative story.
How hard could it be? Show up,
drink several ounces of free beer,
stumble back to the car and let Matt
drive me home, right? Wrong. The
following is a brief synopsis of what
happened ~t fateful Saturday.
2:30: Matt picks me up. We head
MATT HEDGECOCK /THE INDIE _
towards Universal.
3:06: Stuck in traffic on I-4. As the guy says he doesn't have any
back
Gomer Pyle would ·say "Surprise, extras and he won't just pour some
4:57: I make the obligatory stop at
the Guinness tent I get my hopes up
surprise, surprise."
in my cupped hands. OK, no prob3:22: We finally get into one of lem. I look around and find an
that the guy pouring it will be Irish
the two massive parking structures empty cup. Onward to the next beer
or at the very least English, but
and manage to park the car. We start tent.
instead, Surfer Dan with his bleachthe marathon trek on those moving
4:00: I get in the next shortest
blond hair pours that lovely brown
sidewalks (UCF should really look line I can find SarasotaAle, the sign
concoction in my official beer fest
into that technology for campus).
says. Never heard of it, but what the
cup. Waste not, I always say. This
3:32: Matt and I cut in front of hell, I've been here for almost an
stuff isn't going to drink itse1£
more than 200 people waiting to - hour and no fermented.hops have
5:01.; Now that Matt and I are
receive their passes for the beer fest touched my lips.
completely soaked; we decide to
Working for even small publica4:07: I get to the front of the line
call it a day. Howeve~ we do stop at
tions has its advantages.
and the guy tells me I have the
the Budweiser tent on the way out.
3:39: Finally found someone with wrong kind of cup. As Lil Jon would
Momma always said, ''You can take
her head screwed on tight enough say, ''WHATI" Apparently, my cup
the boy ou~ Jacksonville, but you
to give us our press passes. I mean, is not good enough for Sarasota Ale.
carrt take the Jacksonville outta the
MATT HEDGECOCK/THE INDIE
it must have- been difficult to check Fine. I guess I'll have to go all the Clockwise from upper left: Rain was flowing more than beer on Saturday, shoeless Joe Anderson
boy.''
our names off a.piece of paper: The way back·to the check-in table and tries his best to enjoy t~e messy afternoon and brewers serve up their tasty offerings.
5:11: We get back to the car
people running this whole thing get an official Beer Fest cup. By the
drenched and disappointed and
were the epitome of ineptitude. - way, Sarasota Ale is horrible. Just
4:35: The shortest line we ·can beer: I guess the light variety is for head for home. It could have been
Most of them were about as smart drink Drano instead At least you find Taj Mahal Indian Lager. It . the Red Sox drunks who are watch- worse. I could have paid $40 to get
as bait I know what you are think- won't have to live through the expe- tastes so good when it hits your lips. ing their extremely disproportion- in.
ing, ''But Joe, they were pouring out rience.
Actually, it tastes incredibly like ate figures.
5:50: After sitting through more
· free bee~ how bad could they be?''
4:08: Matt and I head back Yuengling. But at least it's beer.
4:51: The only good thing about , traffic, Matt drops me off at my
We'll get to that in a minute.
· toward the registration table. All ofa Moving on.
the rain is that the lines are now place and I change into dry clothes
3:45: Matt and I make our.way to sudden the bottom drops out of the
4:38: I am now soaking wet, so I gone. Everyone is now seeking shel- · and grab a Natty Light out of the
the first beer tent. All right, sky. We scramble for shelter, but get in the next closest line. When I ter from the rain. However, being fridge.
Heineken, how exotic. ''What, stand wind up less than dry. We end up get to the front, what do I see? Miller the hardcore journalist I am, I stlck
in line behind 40 other people.. .OK, huddled among the redneck masses Lite. Miller Lite? Are you :kidding it out
Overall, this was not much of a
it's the shortest line." It was at this outside the NASCAR Cafe.
me? I stood in the rain for Miller
4:53: The next beer that is poured beer feSt. I know that you can't prepoint that I noticed the dark clouds
4:28: Realizing that the rain is not ' Lite? I might as well have held my into my cup is St Pauli Girl This dict the weather six months in
start to roll iI). Oh well, w~t's a little going anywhere and that I am still official beer fest cup out in the rain. beer hardly sucks at all. Honestly, advance, but come on, it's Florida.
rain, I say. This is Florida.
sober, we brave the weather and It would have been just as watered after enough ofbrew, it all tastes the Chances are it is going to rain.
3:55: I'm next in line. Suddenly I head back for- the elusive official down, but without that old gym same anyway.
Here's an idea - move the beer fest
realize that I don't have a cup. I just beer fest cup. Wow! This thing can sneaker taste.
4:55: I see the Smirnoff tent. I inside for next year: Also, try to get a
figured they would have cups filled hold both ounces of beer. At this
4:43: I don't e¥eri care what beer avert niy eyes and walk quickly past. larger selection. I could have had the
with beer when I got to the front of point I am starting to get overly agi- is at the end of this next line. When What a sad excuse for a drink that is. same thing from walking down the
the line. So, now I look like a total tated, which is a perfect state to I get to the front, I find out it is Sam Hey Smirnoff, Schlitz called, .they beer aisle at Publix. In fact, I think
tool because I don't have a cup and begin drinking.
Adams Llght Sam Adams is a great want their hombly cheap aftertaste Publix is still open. Gotta go.

LIFE

FUTURE FUNNIES

The indie now has full access to the Future's archives, so each week
we're bringing you an old editorial cartoon This delightful commentary on the diffi~ty of corpse disposal was brought you on S~t. 26,
19_?5. Please put it to good use!
·
~·

CFF ARCHIVES

JOELLE M.ALCAIDINHO /THE INDIE

Divas took over the Pegasus Ballroom Nov. 1Oduring Diva Invasion ioo4: Divas Rock, impersonating everyone from Tina Turner to Britney Spears to
the crew from the Moulin Rouge's "lady Marmalade." Clockwise from top .center: Melissa Love as Pink, Susan B. Whitney as Lil' Kim, Arianna Dupree
· as Britney Spears, Susan Whitney's Lil' Kim once more, and Susan B. W_hitney this time as Tina Turner.
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Goin' down for season 8
With satiric bite,
South Park has hit a
stride like -no other

Speaker draws·
on -firsthand
.
.
experience
FROM

i9

ley said "However, I felt that it did inform all
of us on what the dangers are and those who
· have or choose to experiment with these
d,rugs will think twice now." .
Chabot, who has worked as a military offi~
cer, police officer and federal government
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
StaffWriter ·
adviser in California and Washington, D.C.,
went under drug rehabilitation at the age ofl2
and has been sober since. Because ofhis firstSOUTH PARK SEASON 8
hand ~rience with the subject, he gives a
personal and informational a~count in his
, ~ BY Comedy Central
presentation on how these drugs can and
~ Genre: Comedy
have destroyed young people's lives.
• Air date: Wednesday, 10 p.m.
Chabot beg3n by saying "most club drugs
are not consumed at raves, but in the com- munity; 58,000 people die a year due to substance abuse influence, and we tolerate that''
efore I start this review, fd just like to
According to Chabot, people abuse drugs
take a minute to sate our beloved edilike
as ecstasy because ''we are very apt to
~~or John Thqrnason's ego and tell him
popping pills; we may feel safer taking a pill ·
. the Iollowing: You were right, I was wrong.
rather than injecting or snorting something."
Admitting to mistakes ... wow, rm already
· "Ecstasy is a drug that is definitely on the
better than the president Before you start
rise in our country,'' junior Alexis Rabin said
scratching your heads, let me explain Back
"It is· everywhere, and even people you ..
in 1997, I was a huge fan of South Park. Then
wouldn't
expect use it It is up to the individthey pulled their little April Foofs prank with
ual on whether or not they choose to use it''
Terrance and Phillip, and I stopped watch"l knew some people in my high school
ing. John kept telling to renounce my boywho did eestasy-and I would have never .
cott So I finally did a few years ago, and fve _
thought that they did," sophomore Brooke
g6t to·say rm glad I did And now Comedy
Howard said ''It is a drug whose users don't
Central is airing the second half of season
have a stereotype and that is really scary."
eight Creators Trey Parker_and Matt Stone
One ofthe most common problems in our
are fresh from their astonishing film Team
society today, Chabot says, is that we are
America: World Police and are once again
Unaware of the dangers of these substances.
maklng great episodes.
''It's amazing the false information that circuThe episodes we've gotten so far are
lates among young people," Chabot said
'.'Dd\lthe and Turd," "Something Wall-Mart .
''Llke every drug that's ever come along in our ·
This Way Comes" and "Pre-School"
culture, the initial word is that-the drug won't
''Douche and Turd" is a political satire ofthe
hurt you. It's not addictive. It isn't until_much
highest order and summarized the 2004
later that the truth catches up and people
presidential campaigns better than any sealearn that there is a whole lot to woi;ry about''
soned pundit They even ribbed People for
This in itself is one of the main reasons
the Ethical Treatment of Animals and P.
Chabot chooses to speak to young people
Diddy while they were at it. As if more
about.this issue and educate them on the dandeserving targets of satire ever existed.
gers of these substances.
'Wall-Mart'' is the weakest of the three.
The effects of"club 9-rugs" such as ecstasy
What started off as a good premise runs its
can range. It takes approximately 15 minutes
course about_halfway through. Low-price
for ecstasy to get into the bloodstream and superstores also deserve to be made fun o~
·but this is a subject that should have either
affect the brain, and one hit canusually last for
l:tad-a subplot to complement it or should·
three to six hours. During this time the _body
· hav~n a subplot itself to a better storyis undergoing extreme chaiiges, such as
line. increased heart rate ana blood pressure. Side
''Pre-School" is a gem. The boys of South
effects to the body include muscle tension,
Park fear someone they wronged in prenausea, fainting, chills or sweating. Side
school is going to get at them now that he's
effects to the brain include confusion, depres_been released from juvenile hall. There is a
sion, sleep problems, intense fear and worrygenuine High Noon-type level ofsuspense in .
ing (anxiety). Some of these symptoms ·can
this episode that works really well - genlast for several days or weeks in consistent ·
uine tension, but still funny throughout, with
COURTESY COMEDY CENTRAL
users, and an overdose of ecstasy can ultiClockwise from upper left: Anime versions of Kenny, Cartman, Kyle and Stan, plus Michael Jackson, Chef, Jimmy and Timmy
all the crude humor you come ·to expect.
mately result in death.
have all worked together to confirm Trey Parker and Matt Stone's status as America's most co~sistent social satirists.
This episode is also cool because of a certain
'1\ guy in my high school died of an overflashback sequence. It's neat to see the boys
doSe when he was 18 due to club drugs," jun·as little kids, although the kid vo~ces on this ly would have b~en like. Cartman, for or other or haven't watched the show at all,
ior Ron Cohen said ''It was expected because
show always creep me out for some reason instance, wasn't nearly as obnoxious at the age start watching now! This is a terrific show that
he abused these drugs for about two years. It
They aren't merely parodies ofthe older ver- of four as he is at the age of nine.
may be nearing its end soon Catch it while it's
was still really sad and could have been totalsions,
but
logical
views
of
what
the
kids
realIf
you
stopped_
watching
for
some
reason
·
still on; there are enough replays each week
ly
prevented."
,.
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Boys~ on the

Sideways
Paul Giamatti rules in
· Alex Payne's touching
but flawed draniedy
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

D

amn. Poor Paul Giamatti
From the· hapless Pig Vomit in
Private Parts to the hapless documentarian in Storytelling to the hapless
Harvey Pekar in American Splendor,is this
wonderful actor ever going to get some cinematic hap?
~
Apparently his Cary Grant part hasn't
come yet, as his ~test role is a hapless wino
in Alexander Payne's buddy road movie
Sideways. He plays Miles, a struggling novelist and wine connoisseur taking his soonto-be-married friend Jack on "one last week ·
of freednm" of golf courses and wineries.
Jack (Thomas Haden. Church) is struggling
in his own right, as a former star of a popular television series now relegated to commercial voice-overs (It's hard notto pick up
~n the "art imitating life" aspect of Church's
ca.Sting - the former Wings star has never
been able to capitalize on that show's success). But work isn't on his mind; he just
wants to party, and sees no qualms about
cheating on his fiancee, for the on~ week
only of course.
That's pretty much the plot. It's the
qUintessential American indie - a quiet,
literary character piece that is destined to
slip through the ·cracks._While most road
movies take their characters across cities,
states and sometimes countries, Sideways
is a minimalist road movie if there ever was
one. Unfortunately, this is a double-edged
sword, as Payne has crafted a film that is
compelling while it's going on, but fails to
resonate much afterward
And unlike Payne's other films (like
Election and About Schmidt), Sideways
struggles out of the gate as a comedy, and it
isn't until 45 minutes in, when drama enters
the picture, that the film comes into focus,

-

both from narrative and. formal stand- ship with Jack. While Miles spends the film
points. When Miles drunk-dials his ex-wife wonderfully finding himself, Jack is a static
in a bar, the audience finally gets to see character. And while Jack does provide
in discomforting extreme close-ups by spotty comic relief when Miles spins out of
Payne - the qeep-seated depression and coritrol, his shallow misogyny; lack of
the tortured soul of .Giamatti's character change and absence of remorse don't make
that lies beneath the film's buddy-movie him an appealing character to watch for 123
conventions and hokey wine-as-person minutes. The yang to Miles' ying, Jack is litmetaphors. dnly when the comic veneer tle more than a cross between a grown-up
strips away do we see the man's soul, and Stifler from American Pie and a washed-up
·
it's a powerful moment rendered beautiful- Andreww.K.
While Payne does occasionally spread
ly by Giamatti
In fact, the term "buddy movie" may be · his pinot noir-dipped metaphors on a little
a slight misnomer, as Sideways is mostly a too thick, the dialogue is hip, intelligent and
self-realization story of discovery for Miles clever, without being self-consciously so.
alone, as opposed to the strengthening or Giamatti delivers another Oscar-worthy
the testing of the ties of a dwindling friend- performance, though don't expect the

At top, Paul Giamatti, right, and a humiliated Thomas
Haden Church, left, reach the end of their trip. Belqm,K,
Church tries to woo Sandra Oh.

Academy, to even remember it, let alone
recognize it
In the end, the ftlm is most effective at
conveying its protagonist's passion for
wine. The picture is comprised of two
hours of people drinking wine and whining, sometimes combining the two, yet the
conversations never cease to be compelling, each conversation adding richer
textures to the characters. And for all its
flaws, that's the best testament this film
offers to Payne's talents as a filmmaker.
Opens tomorrow at Enzian.
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A terminally

expensive DVD
·· Also, more Hillary Duff
than anyone could want
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

The Terminal

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Oct. 29-31
All dolla·rfigures in millions
R~M-WEEKEND GROSS

GROS~O DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS

1. The lnaedibles- $50.3
$143.3 ·Two weeks· 3,933
2. The Polar Express- $23.3
$30.6 ·One week• 3,650
3.AftertheSunset-$11.1
$11.1 •0neweek•2,819
4. Seed of Chucky- $8.8
$8.8 • One week • 2,059
S. Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason- $8.7
$8.7 ·One week· 530
6.Ray-$8.4
$52.5 •Three weeks· 2,474
7. The Grudge- $7.0
$99.2 • Four weeks· 2,816
8.Saw-$6.4
$45.8 ·Three weeks· 2,467
9. Shall We Dance?- $4.0
$48.7 ·Five weeks· 2,065
10.Alfie- $2.7
$ 1 ·Two weeks· 2,215
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYATRAIL,407-977-1107

After the Sunset (PG-13)
1:203:507:4010:1012:50a

Alfie(R)
h1510:15

Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason (R)
12:1012:40 2:504:40 7:208:0010:0010:4012:40a

The Grudge (PG·13)
12:20 3:10 6:509:3012:10a
l~ibles(PG)

12:0012:401:101:30 3:204:004:104:306:30 7:00
7:309:3010:0010:3012:30a 12:50a

National Treasure (PG)
lO:OOa 10:30a 12:001:001:303:004:104:507:00
7:408:1010:0010:5011:3012:50a

The Polar Exi>ress (G)
12:1012:30 2:40 3:30 5:10 6:50 7:20 9:209:5010:00
12:00a 12:50a

Ray(PG-13)
12:00 3:306:4010:20

Saw(R)
12:50 3:40 6:409:4012:20a

Seed of Chucky (R)
12:20 2:40 5:007:2010:2012:40a

PLEAsE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i17

COURTESYTOUCHSTONE PICTURES

One move and the Declaration gets it! With Captain Corelli all up in his document, Thomas Jefferson is frowning _somewhere.

Bogged down by recycled
scenes, film is no Treasure
Still, family film's adventurous heart is in the right place
'---

MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

N

ational Treasure, directed by John
Turteltaub and produced by Jerry
Bruckheimer, is like a kid who's no
good at baseball but rushes out on the field
every game - it's got a good heart, but not
much talent.
Benjamin Gates (Nicolas Cage) comes
from a ridiculed family who for six generations
has been searching for a legendary treasure.
Passed down from the Egyptians to the
Romans· to the Crusaders~ the treasure was
hidden by American Freemasons to protect it
from British Invaders because "it was more
treasure than one man should possess."
Gates deciphers that an invisible treasure
map on Vie back of the Declaration of Independence may contain the treasure's location.
When his partner-turned-rival Ian Howe
(Sean Bean) decides to steal the Declaration,
Gates decides to steal it himself in order to protect it from Ian (why this is the best solution to
protect it is not really explained).
So, with his whiny friend Riley (Justin
Bartha) and the world's sexiest antiquities collector, Dr. Abigail Chase (Diane Kruger), Gates
must discove:r the secret of the map and locate
the treasure before Ian or the FBI find him first.
National Treasure plays more like a clip reel
of other, better movies than an individual picture. Do you like the scene where Gates steals
the Declaration? Go rent The Score. Creepy
descent down ancient tunnels and rickety

.

staircases? Indiana Jones and the Temple of
Doom Gates' flight from FBI agents and Ian's
men? The Bourne Identity. Pretty much every
scene in National Treasure feels recycled from
some other picture. While this isn't to say the
movie is boring, there aren't any "wow"
moments to be found, because it's all stuff
we've seen happen before.
The plot isn't much more original. Though
credit must be given for the reverence the
story shows for historical figures and events,
it's pretj much a take off of The Da Vinci Code,
the best-selling novel about scientists who
solve an ancient mystery. Substitute the Mona
Lisa for the Declaration of Independence, and
you'd have a lawsuit.
·
·
Cage is on cruise control, shrugging his way
through the Gates role as only Cage can. Bean
reprises his sinister-English-guy role from
Goldeneye, and H~ey Keitel shows up mid-way to flaunt his FBI schtick from Red Dragon.
Justin Bartha's character Riley is easily one of
the most annoying of the year - his habit of
constant whining isn't funny the first time, and
after two hours it's excruciating.
But the film tries to be intelligent, which is
more than can be said for other Bruckheimer
productions. Its PG rating is also unusual for
most thrillers, and parents looking for childsuitable action fare could do much worse.
National Treasure iSn't a particularly bad
film; it's just not very original. Despite its failure to excel in any one area, it's a mildly engaging rainy-day-filler flick However, a true treasure, it is not.

Steven Spielberg's latest adventure in
filmmaking stars his now-official counterpart Tom Hanks. Here Hanks plays
Viktor Navorski, a naive man with a
secret in his nuts. The Terminal comes to
DVD in three editions: One single-disc
widescreen, one single-disc fullscreen
and a three-disc set that includes a second disc of extras and a third disc with
the film's original soundtrack. The particulars of that second extras disc
remains as mysterious as Navorski's
Planter's Nuts for now, ready to be
popped and consumed on November 23.
List price for the three-disc set is $39.99,
a full $10 over the price of the single disc,
making the three-disc on par with a Criterion disc."..a hard standard to follow
even for Spielberg and Hanks, neither of
whom have a Criterion release.

Lizzie McGuire: Volume One
Hillary· Duff in the series that made
her a star. Lizzie McGuire's first 22
episodes are available on DVD for the
first time iii. a collectible boxed set.
Extras for the set include the featurette
The Cast Dishes The Dirt. Find out what
really happened on and off the set when
Lalaine (Miranda), Jake Thomas (Matt),
Clayton Snyder (Ethan) and Ashlie Brillault (Kate) talk about wharit was like to
work on the show.
Then there is an audio commentary
on Clayton Snyder's favorite episode, "I
Do, I Don't," an audio commentary on
Ashlie Brillault's favorite episode,
"Night Of The Day Of Th~ Dead," and a
. third audio commentary is on Lalaine's
favorite episode, '.'Rated Argh!" Two
other featurettes round out the set: Get
The Lizzie Look (Go shopping in Beverly
Hills with Ashlie and Lizzie McGuire's
costume designer' to learn ~ow the
show's stylin' fashions were picked) and
Makeup And Hair Secrets Of The Stars
(Visit a cool Beverly Hills salon with
Ashlie).

Harry Potter and the Prisoner ofAzkaban
The third Harry Potter film, Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban,
comes to DVD just in time for Thanksgiving. The two-disc DVD set includes
deleted scenes, a featurette entitled Creating the Vision and an interview with
J.K. Rowling and the filmmakers.
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Johnny shows·more Depp-th in new.fable
Finding Neverland
another affirmation of
the power .o f fantasy
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

F

or all its championing of fantasy
worlds and childlike innocence, and
especially for its clever casting of
Johnny Depp, Marc Forster's Fzndiiig Neverland feels a lot like Tim Burton-lite.
Of course, the whole idea of a lighthearted Burton would be a foreign concept
were it not for last year's brilliant Big Fish. ·
That film celebrated the necessity of story
in everyday society, and feels like an (albeit
superior) footnote inFi.nding Wonderlancfs
grand scheme, which trumpets the power
of fiction and fantasy in general as a way to
heal wounds, enrich the mind and change
lives.
Further proving that 2004 is the year of
the bio-pic, Fznding Neverland sees Johnny
Depp as J.M. Barrie, creator of the original
Peter Pan play. Starving for inspiration for
his next project, losing touch (both physical and mental) with his wife and constantly being badgered by his play's profitconscious producer (a droll Dustin
Hoffman), Barrie's life changes when he
meets widow Sylvia Llewelyn Davies
(Kate Wmslet) and her three bright sons.
By injecting fantasy into the boys' otherwise mundane lives, he enriclies his own in
the process, deciding to write a play called
Peter Pan, hased on his interaction with the
Llewelyn boys.
The film is sentimental, for sure, but
only to a tee. While hitting all the emotional high and low notes, meeting its inspirational drama quotas and sending audiences to their Kleenex boxes, Finding
Neverland still has enough elements way
out of left field to please most cineasts as
well.
For one, the film is extraordinarily shot
While some of the stylized editing in the
fantasy sequences reeks of Chicago-style
intercutting, few can deny Roberto Schaefer's stunning cinematography, his camera
. spinning around rooms and flying majestically through the air.
But most of all, the film is most effective
because of its dark undertones (another
way Forster borrows from the Burton
mold). In one of the film's most essential
scenes, it is implied, without saying it, that
there are rumors Barrie spends so much
time around the boys ~ecause he's a
pedophile. Most "family films" would gloss
over a provocative fact like this, not to mention they'd tum Barrie into a childlike caricature. Indeed, it would be all too easy to
pass off Barrie as a child in a man's body-

Johnny Depp, left, only gets to be a pirate in one scene of
Marc Forster's sentimental (but only in the good way)
Finding Never/and. He stares down Freddie Highmore.

which is where the film seems to be going
during its first 20 minutes. But gradually,
Barrie displays depth and maturity,
reminQing us that he was an exceptional
playwright for more than just his understanding of childhood fantasy.
Depp's British accent sounds utterly
accurate, and his performance is .s pot on
Julie Christie emerges froin hibernation to
act again, perfectly portraying the boys'
curmudgeonly grandmother.
Allan Knee and David Magee's screenplay is filled with rich, fully developed
characters, and Forster's direction is inexorably improved from his previous Monster's Ball. There's a scene where one of the
boys - aspiring playwright Peter - ·
smashes the homemade set of his first play
to bits after his mother has a critical coughing spell while watching it Forster's camera shifts from the rest of the movie's typical pans and standard static shots to the
frenzied chaos of handheld documentarystyle filming to capture the boy's unexpected outrage. It's a brilliant decision, capturing both the formal immediacy of the ·
infamous deer· scene in The Straight Story
and the narrative bleakness of the Christmas lawn ornament-bashing scene inMeet
Me in St. Louis.
Expect to hear a few hokey and contrived lines of dialogue and a score
designed to break your heartstrings, but
Finding Neverland has enough deviations
from the mold that it becomes more than
commendable. At any rate, it's a hell of a lot
better than Monster's BalL
Opens Wednesday.
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Getting the
other.bush out
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
·staff Writer

T

his past week it was reported that ·director

One only wishes the sadistic pumpkin-pie-hair-colored doll could have put an ax to the film's lame plot and uninspired direction.

A very seedy Chucky picture
The even-more-real
doll can now ejaculate,
thanks Hollywood
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

D

·I

on -Mancini has written and
directed a film that on_e might
describe as campy, fun, sidesplitting and awful.
Seed of Chucky, the fifth (?!) film
in the Child's Play series, Mancini's
writing is better than his dire.c ting.
While one has to say off the bat that
Seed is not going to garner any Oscar
I).ominations at year's end, Seed is still
a better script thanit is a film. Mancini's direction is flat, a little uillnspired
and overall seems to want to quote
frortl films past rather then actually
use those elements to further the
story.
One couldn't talk about the film
without talking about the performances. Chucky and Tiffany are right on in
t~ film. ~culate and evil, each has

riever been funnier. John Waters has a
funny cameo as a paparazzi, and Red;..
man has a supporting role as a director of a. Biblical epic. Of course the one
performance in the film that blows
everyone out of the water is Jerillifer
Tilly's. In her best performance since .
her Oscar-nominated turn in Bullets
Over Broadway, Tilly here sends up
her own image in the best possible
way. She's self-effacing without being
grandiose and tacky without Q.eing
tart. In her dual role as both the voice
of Tiffany and as Tilly herself, she
excels in what might just be the
crowning achievement of her career.
The plot of Seed is pretty lanie,
with more of a stress on the gags and
murders. Essentially the child that was
bllthed between Chucky and Tiffany
has found their movie doubles off a set
of a film in which Tilly is performing.
When the boy finds the dolls, he
brings them to. life, and from there
they wish to take <;wer the bodies of
Redman and Jennifer ·Tilly and
impregnate her with Chucky's "seed,"
so that the baby can take over the
body of the newborn child. Luckily

this film is played for laughs and then~
are some fairly funny moments, most
involving Waters and the ' others
involving Tilly.
Chucky and Tiffany do get their
(air share of laughs, as does their
androgynous child Glen/Glenda (a
semi-clever nod to the Ed Wood
film), but the articulations of the
puppets have become too good and
too close to human to keep the level
of camp prevalent in the. previous
films. A certain s~iffness is infinitely
more humorous and creepy then a
funny, articulate puppet. What would
be the difference in changing bodies
if there is nothing he can't do? In this
film he can even :i;nasturbate into a
cup, .. and .with John Waters watching him, no less.
Some logic gaps and plot holes
aside, Seed of Chucky is a campy
movie that knows its place and knows
its limitations. For years people have
been saying "It's a doll, why not just
kick him?" This film hopefully
answers that question and raises a few
others about hope, redemption and
how a doll can produce semen.

Mike Nichols had. taken out full-frontal
nudity shots of N~talie Portman in his new
film Closer. Now while this is all fine and dandy,
and a director and star have the rights to cut whatever they please from their films before the release .
them, what Nichols and company have done here is
. a travesty. They have used this tease as a way to
publicize their film.
While Nichols' film might be the best of the year
and while it may have some of the finest performances known to man in its running time, what the
film doesn't have is any full-frontal nudity from the
young Ms. Portman.
To use this as a marketing ploy is to go against
the very thing that lead to its deletion from the film;
exploitation. What Portman and Nichols have done
here is exploited something that has never been
shown, never will be seen and for all intents and
purposes rp.ight not even exist, and they've done it
before the film has even been released
Only in America could such a thing go on, where
the public will feel razzled ,a nd daz~led about
rumor and speculation and then go see a film that
won't even have what they've been hearing about
This isn't the first time such a publicity campaign has happened Take the release of the fairly
forgettable Kirsten Dunst film Crazy/Beautiful. In
the film Dunst played a rebelijous teen that had
(gasp!) sex with her boyfriend In the original cut of
the film Dunst appeared topless, but after a test
· screening Dunst and her mother collectively decided the nudity was unneeded. Of course. fans of
Dunst all marked their calendars for the DVD
release with the hope that the nilnored footage
would be included ... it was not.
And when the DVD for Closer is released, it's
doubtful the footage of Portman's nether regions
will be revealed It's a tease, a ploy ... who knows if
it even really exists. And the way the PR people are
selling the film, they're actually underselling it by
saying there is no full-frontal nudity ... they're overlooking the fact that Ms. Portman is still topless
(supposedly) in the film, and that is something to
look for with Wide eyes and an open heart. And
with a little wishing and a little praying to your
choice of deity, maybe, just maybe these full-frontal
scenes could end up on the Internet for all eyes to
see.
But why the stress on the nudity in the first
place? I don't understand Do these actresses think
they're morally superior because they revealed
their private sectors and then decided that it wasn't
.in the best interest of fhe work? Do they thiI1k it's
going to send the theatrical grosses up? All the people that come to a f~ foqmdity don't see it in the
theater, th~y wait for vicleo. When you think about
it, though,-the ploy·h as worked I've spoken to more
people waiting for the film now than last week, and
that isn't because of the new poster that's out. It's
the nudity. Everyone wants to see Sen. Amidala in
the buff. Please, Mr. Nichols, let us get Closer. ·

***•.

Rick a .strange, awkward corporate parable
Bill Pullman, right,
is cursed and learns
the error of his ways
in Rick, but the~
is high and the
results ugly. The
filmmakers crafted
a moving but predictable tragicomedy misses the boat
when it opts for
dark trauma over
biting humor.

Well-made but typical
movie can't decide if it's a ·
satire or morality tale
. JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

A

decent, strange little movie, Rick is
frequently bogged down~by awkwardness. The film could have
been a lot worse - it could have been
ridiculous, repugnant; repulsive, revoltjpg
or any number of stak~driving "R',_adjectives. Compared to tho~e, "awkward" does. · n't seem such a harsh dis.
Rick walks an enigmatic tightrope to say
the least. It's too dark and pessimistic to be
a ·Dickensian fable and too meandering
(and not caustic enough) to be a satire on
corporate ruthlessness, so this parable set-·
tles in an ugly yet oddly entertaining cinematic purgatory between the two. While
its vision is inconsistent, this aspect is
made up for partly through Bill Pullman's
tour-de-force performance and competent, confident direction by Curtiss Clayton (former editor for Gus Van Sant, Vm- _
cent Gallo and Jon Favreau, among others).
Loosely based on Giuseppe Verdi's 1851
opera "Rigoletto" (The title character's last
name is .O 'Lette ... cute, huh?) Rick is set in
the corporate world of Pullman's Rick, a
sadistic tool for a purposefully vague com.· pany tellingly called "Image."
Combining the hyper-real cruelty of
_A aron Eckhart in In the Company of Men
with the professional worthlessness of
Christian Bale in American Psycho, Rick is,
at first, despicable. In other words, he is
certainly in need of some otherworldly
come-uppance.
After humiliating a poor job applicant

FROM
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(Sand!a Oh) and tellillg his _boss Duke all over-the-top sense, but Rick fails to follow
about it (played by a sleazy online sex up on any number of comedic set-ups. The
addict Aaron Stanford), Rick runs into the . key to great film satire has always been bitsame woman, who just happens to be ~t ing comedy, but Daniel Handler's vindicing tables at Rick's favorite after-hours tive screenplay is virtually devoid of
watering hole. This is one of the film's humor. Even the addition of a typically
many coincidences that stretch believabil- creepy Dylan Baker as a professional killer
ity, but if you look at the film as a parable, can't qeliver the kitsch the film needs (and
contrivances are par for the course. Any- occasionally hints at, mostly through
way, Rick makes a scene that costs the clever puns and plaron:words that take
·
waitress her job, and she promptly puts a subtle jabs at the corporation).
Shot with low lighting and plenty of
. dramatic curse on him before storming off.
shadows by cinematographer Lisa Rinzler,
Rick's life will never be the same again.
It all seems rather silly in a delightfully the film plunges deeper .i nto darkness

Being Julia (R)
1:254:05 6:55 9:3512:15a

ShallWeDance? (PG-13)
1:204:201:109:4012:1oa

Shark Tale (PG}'1:10 3:40 6:309-1012:ooa

The Sponge~ SquarePants
Movie(PG)
10:1oa 10:4oa 12:001:003:504:201:00
7:309:5012:1oa 12:3oa

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLAND.0 AVE.,407-{)28-0163

After the Sunset (PG-13)
11:55a2:20 4:45 7:15 9:45 12:2oa

Alfie(R)
2:30 5:05 7:3510:30

Birth(R)
8:1510:40

Bridget Jones: The Edge~ Reason
(R)
11 :Soa 1:io2:35 4:10 5:10 6:50 8:00 9:25
10:4512:0oa

The Grudge (PG-13)
12:05 2:is 4:50 7:259:5012:1oa

The lnaedibles (PG)
11 :5oa 1:00 1:302:40 4:00 4:305:301:00
7:309:5510:25

National Treasure (PG)
12:301:05 2:00 3:45 4:15 5:00 7:10 7:40
8:1010:1010:4511:20

The Polar ~ress (G)
12:0012:50 2:15 3:15 4:40 5:40 7:05 8:05
9-3010:2011:55-

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-3~74

After the Sunset

Ray(PG-13)
12:15 3:30 6:4510:05

Saw(R)
12:352:555:257:551~35

Seed of Chucky (Rl
12:20 2:45 4:55 7:209:4012:05a

Shall We Dance? (PG-13)
12:25 2:50 5:207:5010:15

Shark Tale (PG).
12:10

The Spongebob Squarepants ·
Movie(PG)
12:40 3:00 5:157:4510:0012:25a

What the Bleep Do We Know?! (NR)
1:103:506:409:1511:50

12:202:25 4:35 7:059-1011:55

Alfie(R)
10:1512:35a

Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason

where there should be comedy.
While Handler's script adds. refreshing
depth to Rjck's ·tjlaracter by providing crucial insight to hiS past "nice" life, there are
few surprises in store. With all th~t
pieces laid out eatly on, it's just a matter of
waiting for the inevitable to occur. Plus,
everything comes together (or tears apart,
as it were) a little too conveniently fil _the
conclusion -.fable genre contrivances can
only go so far, especially in a film that can't
decide whether it's a tragic morality tale or
a condemnation of corporate gre~d and
lust: .

The Polar Express (G)
12:0512:35 2:20 2:50 4:30 5:106:55 7:30
9:059:4511:2012:()()a

Ray(PG-13)
12:30 3:30 6:35 9:55

Saw(R)
12:25 2:40 5:007:109:3011:50

Seed of Chucky (R)

CR)
12:0512:40 2:30 3:05 4:55 5:35 7:208:00
9-501~3012:15a 12:Soa

The Grudge (PG-13)
12:50 2:504:507:009:1011:25

The lnaedibles (PG)
12:00_12:351:05 2:35 3:00 3:35 5:20 5:45
6:20 7:55 8:25 9:0010:35 11:0011:35

National Treasure (PG)
12:30 1:202:00 3:20 4:00 4:40 6:05 6:50
7:35 8:559:401o:is 11:4512:3oa

12:101:001:45 2:10 3:10 3:50 4:20 5:05
5:55 6:25 7:25 8:05 8:309-3510:4011:40
12:45a

The SpongeBob SquarePants
Movie(PG)
12:1512:451:15 2:15 2:45 3:15 4:15 4:45
5:15 6:15 6:45 7:15 8:15 8:45 9:1510:45
11:15

Taxi (PG-13)
10:05 12:ioa

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE .
1300 S.ORLANDO AVE.,407-{)29-1088

Sideways (R)

~

Friday:4:007:0010:00
Saturday: 1:004:007:0010:00
Sunday:1:004:007:009:45

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOUA AVE.,407-992-1200

Global Peace Film Festival
See www.dmacorlando.com fur film
titles, synopses and showtimes.
All listed times are for the weekend
and subjectto change.
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Where ads
went wrong
Commercials that made you
avoid the hawked products

Why trendy. reality
shows are dying out fast
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

M

any television- writers have

~ recently speculated that reality

DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

W

I .

The end of
reality TV?

ith gazillions of dollars and potential customers at stake, advertising can make·or
break a company. With the right commercial concept, a product - or cause, if what
yo• selling is a person or an idea - .can be catapulted from obscurity to "must-have" almost instantly.
There are few better examples than Herbal ·Essences
shampoo. The product barely sold enough to stay alive
until someone came up with the now-legendary
-coifimercial concept. Now it's a top-selling shampoo that everyone has heard of,·even if they don't
use it. The lesson? Americans love a happy ending.
Conversely, vague, unimaginative, or just plain
annoying commercials can do more harm to a
product than good. Here, then, are a few commercials, past and present, that have kept people
(read: me) running · from whatever . they're ·
attempting to sell.
_
Medicine commercials can never be called "cutting-edge," but there's one for Pepto-Bismol that's
s~y abysmal. I'm referring to the one featuring a
group of people singing an ode to the various ailments that Pepto cures, complete with hand
motions. Awful. For one thing, they all look entirely too happy. If you're afflicted with nausea, heartburn, indigestion, upset stomach or diarrhea, the
last thing in the world you want to do is sing about
it. Second, the cutesy dancing they do reminds me
of the Macarena, and those are memories I'd rather
keep buried in the '90s. Finally, seeing a group of
people happily grabbing their asses is not something I need to see. We all know what diarrhea's
about. There's no need for a visual.
Enzyte - the "all-natural" male enhancement commercials. In this advert, our protagonist, Bob, is
happy. See, as the narrator explains, something's
go~ery right for Bob, but what? "New haircut?
Better clothes? Bump in salary to $7.25/hr? What can
it be?" his co-workers wonder, with nary a clue. Considering that Bob is, apparently, walking around with
· the General at full s·alute, you'd think the answer
would be obvious. The ad wouldn't be so bad if Bob
didn't sport the creepiest-looking smile since the
video for "Black Hole Sun." But he does, so I'm
forced to hide behind my bed every time his face is
pl~tered across my television. Please, keep your
escapades confined to the bedroom, Bob.
The Welch's Grape Juice ads with that creepy lit- ·
tle blond-haired girl. For a while, Welc-P.'s attempted ·
to convince the public that this girl was the Cutest Girl
Ever! and don't you want to buy their grape juice now? PLEASE SEE

MAGGOTS ON i19

TV is dying. .Ratings are down
from what they regularly are, and new
scripted shows like Lost, . Desperate·
Housewives and Kevin Hill are taking the
ratings that buzz reality shows once coveted. On the one side you have the reality
haters, who are waiting with baited
breath to see the genre's demise, and on
the other side the fans of said shows, who
believe reality is .here to stay, so we
should get used to it.
_
Personally, I think most reality television is trash. It is devoid of any of the socal1ed reality it advertises, ·and heavy
editing is often needed to create superficial dramatic tension. The "real people"
don't come off as such, but rather as exaggerated stereotypes. If a person is gay or
black, then usually that's how they're
defined on the show. If reality TV is
indeed dying, I'll be the first to spit on its
grave. Good riddance. But don't blame
me -:- reality TV is killing itself.
I think the first sign of weakness from
reality TV came with the original Joe ·
Schmo. It was a reality show that was also
a parody of reality shows (it's kind of like
Kramer's coffee table . . book, but not
quite). Watching it exposed how pathetic
it is to watch reality shows in the first
place. And the parodying hasn't stopped
(The Surreal Life, Drawn Together).
Also,.! think it's hard to accept winners
from reality contest~. When I see these
schmucks at the Emmy's for instance, I
laugh ·my as~ off. It's so pathetic. It'd be
like seeing Tobey Maguire attempt to
swing from one New York Street to
another. Just 'cause you played a
singer/model/whatever, it doesn't mean .
you'll be taken seriously outside of your
little outlet. I'll give credit where credit is
due in regards to Kelly, Ruben and Clay,
but for the most part.these "reality stars"
rarely find their own identities and at
best become sideshow attractions in the
cruel world of showbiz. I think I'd rather
be anonymous than to be known as "that
midget grrl from the The Amazing Race."
If reality TV wants to be accepted as
television, it needs to have a more standard seasonal schedule. Over-saturation
is causing a disinterest. Last Comic Stand-

PL~ASE SEE CABLE ON i19
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Google will do
everything but
sit through Gigli
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

I

f you're reading this column,
you already know about
Google. Courtesy of a search
algorithm that simply works better than its predecessois and competitors, it rose to the top years
ago and has seen few challengers.
Google has used its success to
innovate its offerings and expand
its empire, all preparing for its initial public offering on the stock
market. Google owns Gmail,
Blogge~ anllvl seivice, an Internet
advertising seivice and a satellite
imagery finn, among others. Still,
the main engine itself holds tons
of functionality under the surface.
WLT this week takes a look at the
oodles of Googles you never
knew about
~le Options

http://www.google.com/options/

This page is the reference for
all of Google's oddball services.
Separate search engines exist for
catalogs, images, the news, newsgroups, online shops, universities'
Web sites, linux-related Web sites
and more. Image search holds
endless comedy v~ue, while

news and newsgroups can be
helpful research tools. Lawyers
can use ''Uncle Sam'' to find government documents.
~le Advanced Search
http://www.google.com/
adVanced_searcfi

If you use the· "advanced"
search form instead ofthe nonnal
one, you can specify a ton more
things~

You can look for pages
containing certain words but not
others. You can restrict pages by
lartguage, file type, date, or Web
site. Would you like to find PowerPoint files hosted on uc£edu
uploaded within the past month?
You can do it here.

Google Web Search Features
http://www.google.com/help/
features.html
This is a reference of all the

special things you can type into
the search box to create differing
results. The size of the list is
downright staggering. Type cer- .
tain things and Google will automatically offer extra information
about them
Spelling: Most people know

about this one. Type "disapered"
in and get a ''Did you mean disap-

peared?"

Maps: Type a
street address
and a city or zip
code to get a map
to the location
Calculator: Stick a math equation into Google forthe answer. Its
feature set is frightfully complex,
requiring its own instructions at
google.com/help/calGU).ator.htmL
Want to convert miles/hour to
furlongs/fortnight? It's here.
Physics majors can use all of their
obscure units too; divide gigawats ·
by miles/hour to get an answer in
Newtons. Insanity.

Dictionary: In the blue box on
the top right of the results page,
words that are in the dictionary
appear as links. Click on them to
get to the dictionary.com definition Often, ifs fuster than going to
dictionary.com itse1£
Glossary: Type define:cpu to
find a listing of definitions for the
term "cpu'' from around the web,
along with their original sources.
Phonebook Enter the name of
person or business along with
their city and state to be offered
the phone number. It works in Google Watch http://
reverse, too. Stalkers, unite!
google-watch.org/
Package tracking: Put in your
Here's the other side of the
· UPS, USPS or Fedex package coin GOOgle-watch contains critinumber to get a link to the track- cisms and conspiracy theories
ing page for your package.
about why Google is the most evil
Stocks: Business majors and company on the planet Some of
your parents should like this. Sim- their complaints seem potentially
ply enter stock tickers to receive valid. Others are reaching. Still
quotes.
more are just plain whining.
Yellow
pages:
Use Regardless, ifs interesting reading
local.google.com to find stuff . that shows just how much we
nearby. Hungry? Try searching for depend on this for-profit compa''pizza'' around "32816" for a listing ny and what might happen if it
of pizza restaurants around UCE
began to abuse it:S power.

Cable reruns a reality TV refuse
FROM

i18

ing 3 deserved to fan. They didn't
even wait a month to rush from
one season to the other. And
even worse, they just recycled
, the same people. Was there anyone in the world dying on the
edge of their seat to see more
Kathleen Madigan? "It's been
two weeks, must have Madigan!"
Reality TV also needs to hold
itself to a higher standard. Don't
give any millionaire in desperate
need of a PR boost his own show

just 'cause he asks·for it. Donald
Trump has been famous for
years. Millions of people knew
him before The Apprentice. I
can't say the same for Marc
Cuban before or after The Benefactor. Don't steal other peoples'
ideas. Yes FOX, I'm looking at
you, you thieving bastard. You
just end up killing interest iri the
genre quicker.
If you do like reality TY, don't
worry. There's always cable.
Queer Eye for the Straight Guy
ratings may have sunk on NBC,

but Bravo will be Willing to churn
out episodes as long as the Fab
Five are willing to tell people
how to dress. Game shows have
been the most popular shows on
television before dying off on
primetime but are still shown
regularly on their own network
Reality .shows are easier to produce and finance than scripted
shows, and cable execs are looking to fill airtime cheaply, so we'll
always have them in some capacity. And I'll be here to make fun of
them. It's a perfect balance.
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Cutest girl ever? No. Just ... no. Not
"cute" as much as eerie. She looked
like a tinier (though, not by much) version of Zelda Rubinstein (the "don't go
into the light" woman from Poltergeist). A Mini-Zelda, ifyou will. And, as
Miss Rubinstein wigged me out something fierce as a child (I'm sure she's a
perfectly nice woman, I just scare easily), having her miniature doppelganger hawk the product meant that
I'd never touch Welch's Grape Juice
,..
again.
The dubious distinction for 'afitime worst anti-drug commercial" has
to go the "maggot pie/going to school
naked" advert, hands down. If you
haven't seen it (lucky you), it shows a
group of kids, sitting in a circle (in
their garage) debating whether they'd
want to eat a maggot-filled pie or go to
·school naked, while a joint is passed
around, untouched. It's the single
lamest conversation ever. I'm not saying I'm pro-drugs, but _pot could have
only helped that group. At thtr very
least, their mouths would have been
too stuffed by Twinkies and Doritos to
talk. Did some marijuana mogul
secretly sponsor that co~cial
under the guise of being anti-pot?
When an anti-drug commercial
evokes the exact opposite reaction,
you have to wonder.
Be warned, advertisers: Come up
with a genius commercial, and we'll
flock to the product in droves. If not ....
well, you may just find consumers
shunning grape juice and the pink stuff
for the comforts of pot.
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